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The week-long workshop on Correlations in Partonic and Hadronic Interactions (CPHI-2020) will take
place at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland, from February 3rd to 7th, 2020.

Recently, significant disagreements have been reported in comparison of theoretical predictions,
based on combination of TMD factorization and collinear factorization and experimental
measurements for various transverse momentum distributions of hadrons in lepton-nucleon, electron-
positron, and dileptons in DY process. Those observations emerge into a new crisis, the "qT -crisis".
Correlations in partonic and hadronic interactions, which may be responsible for observed
disagreements, provide important information on underlying dynamics, manifesting themselves in
variety of observables widely recognized as key objectives of the forthcoming COMPASS (CERN)
polarized deuteron run in 2021, JLab 12 GeV upgrade and a driving force behind construction of the
Electron Ion Collider (EIC).

The workshop will focus on the steps needed for development of theory and phenomenology involved
in the extraction of TMDs and GPDs from existing and future data from lepton-nucleon, electron-
positron and hadron-hadron facilities at BNL, CERN, DESY, FNAL, JLab, and KEK, with controlled
systematics over various assumptions involved in the process.
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Discovery of the Quark Structure of Matter

1967



SLAC  Two-Mile Linear Accelerator 
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Discovery of Bjorken Scaling 
Electron scatters on point-like constituents!
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SLAC 
1967

Feynman:  “Parton Model”  

Gell Mann: “Why does Feynman call them put-ons?” 
“He knows that they are quarks!”  



Gell Mann: “Three Quarks for 
Mr. Mark”

Quarks in the Proton
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Zweig:  “Aces, 
Deuces, Treys” 

Feynman: “Parton” model

Bjorken Scaling
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Drell Hearn Gerasimov Sum Rule

anomalous magnetic 
moment squaredProof

Optical Theorem from Unitarity

Forward spin-flip amplitude given by LET

Unsubtracted dispersion relation 
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6. LOW ENERGY FORWARD COMPTON SCATTERING 

A. SPIN 4 COMPOSITE SYSTEM 

It is possible to prove from field theory (3), or directly from S-matrix theory (20), 
that the amplitude for Compton scattering is completely determined to first order 
in the photon frequency by the static properties of the discrete system. In particular, 
for a spin 4 system characterized by mass .M, charge Zre, and magnetic moment p, 
the S-matrix for low-energy forward Compton scattering must take the form 

Sfi = -2d(E, - Ei) Mfi (6.1) 

where 

M,$ = & (27q P(Pf - Pi) [q 6’ * &Sfi + 2iw (I* - gg” Ofi * 6’ x 2 + O(w2)]. 

(6.2) 
This result depends essentially only on relativistic invariance, and is valid for 
atoms and nuclei as well as elementary particles. 27 As a check on the consistency 
of our formalism, we rederive it in this section for the spin 4 system of a “proton” 
(mass M, charge Z, magnetic moment t.~ = (Ze/2M) + X) loosely bound in an 
S-state to a “pion” (mass m, charge z) so that ZT = Z + z, and J&’ = M + m - W.28 
(The notation is summarized in Table 11.) We use techniques very similar to 
those employed in deriving the DHG sum rule for this system. 

The first and second order perturbation theoryzg contributions to the S-matrix 
elements for forward Compton scattering give 

M,i=(f,kC’IHemIi,k~)+C (f, kb’ I Hem I j>(j I Hem I i, kb) 
i Ei + w - Ei + ie 

+C 
(f, ki?’ 1 Ifem I j, ki?‘, kC)(j, kg’, kb I Hem I i, kb) 

i Ei - w - Ej (6.3; 

The electromagnetic interaction Hamiltonian 

--Hem = Zea * A@,) i- hfi[a l B(q) - ia * E(r,)] + zev,, * A@,) -‘g A(q)2 (6.4) 

is the same as that employed in the last section-with the addition of the quadratic 

27 It is necessary for the validity of our treatment, however, that the system to which we apply 
Eq. (6.2) satisfy the following requirements: (1) There is no state “accidentally” degenerate in 
energy with the ground state. (2) There is a finite gap in energy between the ground state and the 
continuum. 

88 We remind the reader that W is the binding energy and that we assume W < M, m. 
H See Eq. (2.11). 

M"!#(✓ = 0)

Erroneous claim  (Barton & Dombey 1968): LET  and DHG Wrong!
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The CM solution for total spin S and projection M takes the following form 
in position space: 

x 4&y(p) x&iP.x--i”+=o (4.8) 

where x E x, - xb , X = T,X, + T&, , and pa,b = dp2 + rni*, . Equation (4.8) 
is written so that the normalization condition17 compatible with Eq. (2.24), namely 

I d% ‘% 5bdX. > xb>+ (A++ - A--) (pv&. , Xd = 1, (4.9) 

is satisfied if 

i d8! I &~P)I~ = 1. 

In the matrix element of the interaction with an external field, the initial and 
final states will in general have different total momenta; it will consequently be 
necessary to know how to transform the CM wavefunction to an arbitrary 
reference frame. In order to learn the transformation properties of the BS wave- 
function, we return to the definition 

x%& 3 ~b)SM = co 1 T(hz”(&) &?(xb)) 1 OdsM). 

Since a Lorentz transformation leaves the vacuum invariant, U(A) IO) = 1 0), 

(4.10) 

= 1 s;;‘ply S,-‘(A)““‘<0 1 T(y3$(x;), q<x;>> / PESM’) @A.&v) 
M’a’B’ 

I7 The normalization condition (4.9) for ladder approximation was first stated by Salpeter (8). 
For comparison with (4.8), note that a single-particle wave-packet is written 

where 

Single particle wave-packet
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where x’ = Ax, (E, P) = A(&?, 0), S(d) is the usual spinor transformation matrix, 
and g$,M(RW) is the Wigner rotation matrix, which equals &tM here since the 
initial state is at rest. Inverting (4.10) gives the required transformation law 

J&i%; , x;h4 = S%“(4 $?v> x%. , Xbh . (4.11) 

An explicit form for S(cl) is 

S&i) = exp (k a, * V tanh-l ) V I) = ,,/ “;A& (1 + aa ” ), (4.12) d+E 

where V = P/E. With y = (1 - 2 V )- li2, the Lorentz transformation on x, is 

x, = x’, + (y - 1)x; * VV - JVx;’ = 5, - yvx;‘, x,” = y($ - v * x’,). (4.13) 

Now Eq. (2.19), which we apply in the transformed reference frame as well as 
the CM frame, implies the following transformation law for ‘p: 

YE&(X’, x’, X0’) = x&x? = 0, x’; X0’, X) (4.14) 
= S&l) S,(A) x.&(-yv - x’, 2; yxo - yv . X’, 2 - yvxq. 

As might be expected, the equal-time (x O’ = 0) wavefunction in the new reference 
frame corresponds to an unequal-time wavefunction in the CM frame. However, 
the dependence of x& on the CM relative time x0 = --yV * x’ is completely 
determined by Eq. (2.21); for small V we are justified in neglecting x”.le Then 
(omitting primes) 

9%P(xa xb 3 x0)&V 

i 

*P ‘P 
‘+ u&E 2i,.+k, 

=b *P =b * P 

X ’ - .,&if + E 2mb + kb 
P P P 

=a * A’+E + 2m, + k, =b ’ d$.E - 2i?lbp+kb 

X d&p) xsM exp[ip * % + iP * X] exp[--iEXO]. (4.15) 

Here jz = x + (y - 1) w  * x includes the Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction of 
the wave function. Again, P”,,~ = z/p2 + rnfab. 

I* This is similar to the approximation made in deriving Eq. (2.16). See Footnote (8). 

  Instant Form Wavefunction  of moving bound state:
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where, in momentum space, U is the integral operator 

(U T&)(P) = “/ &’ d(P - P’) 9)AP’) (4.2) 

and we assume for simplicity that g” contains no Dirac matrices.15 Since qA will 
reduce to a product of free positive-energy Dirac spinors in the limit of zero 
binding, we will attempt to find a solution which is of the form 

(4.3) 

where w a,b is a 2 x 2 matrix and a function of p and (I,,~ , 4&(p) is a one-component 
function, and x&(5 = 1,0) is a constant spinor.16 It is useful to define 

u - d = u - (f?Z, + mb - w) = -(??l, + k,) - (mb + kb), 

kz.0 = -Tb.,(U + w>, rasb = ma b , /cm, + mb>- 
(4.4) 

W is the binding energy and k,,, is a kinetic energy operator (for example, in the 
limit of zero binding, ka,b = p2j2m,,, + O(p4/m3)). 

In terms of these quantities, Eq. (4.1) becomes 

[( =a - Pwz 
- ka =, * P - @ma + k,h, 

This equation is satisfied if we take 

1 1 
wa- zrn,+k, %‘P, %=- 2mbfkb ab’P9 

and if #A satisfies the following “Pauli” relativistic two-body equation: 

1 1 
aa * p 2m, i- k, aa’P+ab*P 2mb+kb ab - p + u + w] $.,& = 0. (4.7) 

We emphasize that the solutions to (4.7) are also exact solutions to the Breit 
equation (see also footnote 14). If we drop spin-orbit and other relativistic terms, 
Eq. (4.7) reduces to the two-body SchrSdinger equation in the CM frame: 

(p2/2mr + U + W 4.~ = 0, (4.7’) 

where mr = mamo/(ma + mb). 

I5 For example, g in Eq. (2.16) can be the zeroth component of a four-vector interaction, such 
as the instantaneous Coulomb interaction g,(k) = ysoygo/k2. 

I8 For example, ,yll = x~+ @ x8+, xl0 = a(~~+ @ xa- + x*- @ ,y,,f), etc., where o,,x,* = &xa*, 
ti.*~+6h*) = 1. 
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Correct Boosted Wavefunction needed for LET, DGH!





Must include vacuum-induced currents to compute form factors and 
other current matrix elements in instant form

Boost are dynamical in instant form

acausal event! Instant Form



Fig. 1. Dirac’s three forms of Hamiltonian dynamics.

2.4. Forms of Hamiltonian dynamics

Obviously, one has many possibilities to parametrize space—time by introducing some general-
ized coordinates xJ (x). But one should exclude all those which are accessible by a Lorentz
transformation. Those are included anyway in a covariant formalism. This limits considerably the
freedom and excludes, for example, almost all rotation angles. Following Dirac [123] there are no
more than three basically di!erent parametrizations. They are illustrated in Fig. 1, and cannot be
mapped on each other by a Lorentz transform. They di!er by the hypersphere on which the fields
are initialized, and correspondingly one has di!erent “times”. Each of these space—time parametriz-
ations has thus its own Hamiltonian, and correspondingly Dirac [123] speaks of the three forms of
Hamiltonian dynamics: The instant form is the familiar one, with its hypersphere given by t"0. In
the front form the hypersphere is a tangent plane to the light cone. In the point form the time-like
coordinate is identified with the eigentime of a physical system and the hypersphere has a shape of
a hyperboloid.

Which of the three forms should be prefered? The question is di"cult to answer, in fact it is
ill-posed. In principle, all three forms should yield the same physical results, since physics should
not depend on how one parametrizes the space (and the time). If it depends on it, one has made
a mistake. But usually one adjusts parametrization to the nature of the physical problem to
simplify the amount of practical work. Since one knows so little on the typical solutions of a field
theory, it might well be worth the e!ort to admit also other than the conventional “instant” form.

The bulk of research on field theory implicitly uses the instant form, which we do not even
attempt to summarize. Although it is the conventional choice for quantizing field theory, it has

S.J. Brodsky et al. / Physics Reports 301 (1998) 299—486 315

Instant Form Front Form 
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Dirac’s Amazing Idea: 
The “Front Form”

Casual, Boost Invariant!

 Trivial LF Vacuum (up to zero modes) 
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Dirac’s Front Form: Fixed τ = t+ z/c

Bound States in Relativistic Quantum Field Theory: 

Light-Front Wavefunctions

Remarkable new insights from AdS/CFT, the duality 
between conformal field theory  and Anti-de Sitter Space 

Invariant under boosts.   Independent of Pμ

Direct connection to QCD Lagrangian
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Invariant under boosts!  Independent of Pμ 

Dirac: Front Form
Sum over Fock states
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d lnQ2 < 0

u

Light-Front Wavefunctions:  rigorous representation of 
composite systems in quantum field theory

x =
k+

P+
=

k0 + k3

P 0 + P 3

Causal, Frame-independent.  Creation Operators on Simple Vacuum, 
Current Matrix Elements are Overlaps of LFWFS

|p, Jz >=
X

n=3

 n(xi,~k?i,�i)|n;xi,~k?i,�i >

Invariant under boosts!  Independent of Pμ 

Eigenstate of LF Hamiltonian 

 n(xi,~k?i ,�i)

HQCD
LF |�h >= M2
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p
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⇥ = d�s(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

Form Factors are 
Overlaps of LFWFs

Interaction  
picture

Drell &Yan, West 

Exact LF formula!

Front Form

Drell, sjb



For leptons, such as the electron or neutrino, it is convenient to employ the electron
mass for M , so that the magnetic moment is given in Bohr magnetons.

Now we turn to the evaluation of the helicity-conserving and helicity-flip vector-
current matrix elements in the light-front formalism. In the interaction picture, the
current Jµ(0) is represented as a bilinear product of free fields, so that it has an
elementary coupling to the constituent fields [13, 14, 15]. The Dirac form factor can
then be calculated from the expression

F1(q
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⌥
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j

ej
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whereas the Pauli and electric dipole form factors are given by
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The summations are over all contributing Fock states a and struck constituent charges
ej. Here, as earlier, we refrain from including the constituents’ color and flavor
dependence in the arguments of the light-front wave functions. The phase-space
integration is

⌥
[dx] [d2k⇧] ⇤

⇧

�i,ci,fi
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, (13)

where n denotes the number of constituents in Fock state a and we sum over the
possible {⇥i}, {ci}, and {fi} in state a. The arguments of the final-state, light-front
wave function di�erentiate between the struck and spectator constituents; namely, we
have [13, 15]

k⌅
⇧j = k⇧j + (1� xj)q⇧ (14)

for the struck constituent j and

k⌅
⇧i = k⇧i � xiq⇧ (15)

for each spectator i, where i ⌅= j. Note that because of the frame choice q+ = 0, only
diagonal (n⌅ = n) overlaps of the light-front Fock states appear [14].
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2p·q

x̂, ŷ plane

M2(L) ⇤ L

Must have �↵z = ±1 to have nonzero F2(q2)

-

� = 0

B(0) = 0 Fock-state-by-Fock state

qR,L = qx ± iqy

⇤(x, b⌅)

x

b⌅(GeV)�1

Identify z ⇤ ⇥ =
q

x(1� x) b⌅

Nonzero Proton Anomalous Moment --> 
Nonzero orbital  quark angular momentum

Exact LF Formula for Pauli Form Factor

Lz=+1 Lz=0



-

graviton

Vanishing Anomalous gravitomagnetic moment  B(0)

B(0) = 0 Each Fock State

sum over constituents

Terayev, Okun: B(0) Must vanish because of  
Equivalence Theorem 

Dae Sung Hwang, Bo-Qiang Ma, Ivan Schmidt, sjb

LF Proof 



-

sum over Fock states and 
constituents

Sczepaniak, Llanes Estrada, sjb 

v v
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D term,  J=0 Fixed pole 

γ* γ*

Constant real DVCS amplitude, 
Independent of photon virtualities at fixed t

Fig. 6. A few selected matrix elements of the QCD front form Hamiltonian H"P
!

in LB-convention.

10. For the instantaneous fermion lines use the factor !
"

in Fig. 5 or Fig. 6, or the corresponding
tables in Section 4. For the instantaneous boson lines use the factor !

#
.

The light-cone Fock state representation can thus be used advantageously in perturbation
theory. The sum over intermediate Fock states is equivalent to summing all x!-ordered diagrams
and integrating over the transverse momentum and light-cone fractions x. Because of the restric-
tion to positive x, diagrams corresponding to vacuum fluctuations or those containing backward-
moving lines are eliminated.

3.4. Example 1: "he qqN -scattering amplitude

The simplest application of the above rules is the calculation of the electron—muon scattering
amplitude to lowest non-trivial order. But the quark—antiquark scattering is only marginally more
di!cult. We thus imagine an initial (q, qN )-pair with di"erent flavors fOfM to be scattered o" each
other by exchanging a gluon.

Let us treat this problem as a pedagogical example to demonstrate the rules. Rule 1: There are
two time-ordered diagrams associated with this process. In the first one the gluon is emitted by the
quark and absorbed by the antiquark, and in the second it is emitted by the antiquark and
absorbed by the quark. For the first diagram, we assign the momenta required in rule 2 by giving
explicitly the initial and final Fock states

!q, qN "" 1

!n
$

%$

!
$!"

b!
$"

(k
&
, #

&
)d!

$"M
(k

&N
, #

&N
)!0" , (3.29)
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&
, #$

&
)d!

$"M
(k$
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, #$
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)!0" , (3.30)
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Compute from overlap of LFWFS



PDFs FFs

TMDs

Charges

GTMDs

GPDs

TMSDs

TMFFs

Transverse density in 
momentum space

Transverse density in position 
space

Longitudinal 

Transverse

Momentum space Position space

Lorce, 
Pasquini

Sivers, T-odd from lensing

Light-Front Wavefunctions
underly virtually all hadronic observables

DGLAP, ERBL Evolution
Factorization Theorems

Weak transition  
form factors

Diffractive DIS from FSI



Advantages of the Dirac’s Front Form for Hadron Physics

• Measurements are made at fixed τ 

• Causality is automatic 

• Structure Functions are squares of LFWFs 

• Form Factors are overlap of LFWFs 

• LFWFs are frame-independent: no boosts, no pancakes! 

• Same structure function measured at an e p collider and the 
proton rest frame 

• No dependence of hadron structure on observer’s frame 

• LF Holography: Dual to AdS space 

• LF Vacuum trivial up to zero modes  

• Implications for Cosmological Constant

Physics Independent of Observer’s Motion

Poincare’ Invariant

Roberts, Shrock, Tandy, sjb

Penrose, Terrell, Weisskopf



Light-Front QCD

Eigenvalues and Eigensolutions give Hadronic 
Spectrum and Light-Front wavefunctions

HQCD
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h|�h >

HQCD
LF =
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i
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�
x

]i + Hint
LF

Fig. 6. A few selected matrix elements of the QCD front form Hamiltonian H"P
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in LB-convention.

10. For the instantaneous fermion lines use the factor !
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in Fig. 5 or Fig. 6, or the corresponding
tables in Section 4. For the instantaneous boson lines use the factor !

#
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LQCD � HQCD
LF

Hint
LF : Matrix in Fock Space

Physical gauge: A+ = 0

Exact frame-independent formulation of 
nonperturbative QCD!

H
int
LF

LFWFs: Off-shell in P- and invariant mass

|p, Jz >=
X

n=3

 n(xi,~k?i,�i)|n;xi,~k?i,�i >

DLCQ: Solve QCD(1+1) 



FH(t) ⇤ 1
tnH�1

MAB⇥CD(s, t) = F (�cm)
sntot�4

d⇥
dt (s, t) = F (�cm)

s[2ntot�2]

s = E2
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�t = Q2

⇤H(xi, Q)

⌅(x, k⌅)

A

B

C

D

Constituent Counting Rules

FH(t) ⇤ 1
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sntot�4
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dt (s, t) = F (�cm)

s[ntot�2]

s = E2
cm

�t = Q2

⇤H(xi, Q)

⌅(x, k⌅)

[CF =
N2

C�1
2NC

]

FH(Q2)⇥ [Q2]nH�1 ⌅ constant

[Q2]nH�1FH(Q2) ⌅ constant

FH(Q2) ⌅ [ 1
Q2]

nH�1

fd(Q
2) ⇤ Fd(Q

2)

Fp(
Q2
4 )Fp(

Q2
4 )

fd(Q
2) ⌅ F�(Q2)

Conformal symmetry and PQCD predict  leading-twist scaling behavior of  fixed-CM angle 
exclusive amplitudes 

Also:  Matveev, Muradyan, Tavkhelidze

ntot = nA + nB + nC + nD

⇤ = L

J(Q, z) = zQK1(zQ)

�s(Q2)
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15⌅
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FIG. 25. Cross sections for pp -pp at wide angles (Ref. 41). The straight lines correspond to a falloff of 1/s

the data. However, the analysis leading to Eqs.
(5.1) and (5.2) does not explain the small oscilla-
tions observed about the dimensional-counting pre-
diction in both mp and pp elastic scattering. Also,
it is not yet clear whether the large, rapidly
varying spin correlations observed in large-angle
polarized PP scattering are consistent with Eq.
(5.1).
The cross section ' for rp-&p appears to fall

as -1/s' at fixed angles [Fig. 28(a)] as would be
expected from Eq. (5.2) if the photon is treated
as an e'lementary particle [i.e. , An =1 due to 102 l00

7T P -= 7l P
I I

I I I I

each y in (5.2)]. Data for yp-&'n is also con-
sistent with this picture giving a cross section
do/dt -1/s [Fig. 28(b)]. Other me'son-photopro-
duction cross sections (yp-s'p, KA, nb) show 1/s"
falloff with n ranging from 7 to 8, suggesting that
in some of these the hadronic component of the
photon may be important (it gives 1/s rather than
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Deuteron Photodisintegration & Dimensional Counting Rules 

PQCD and AdS/CFT:

sntot�2dσdt (A+B!C+D) =
FA+B!C+D(θCM)

s11dσdt (γd! np) = F(θCM)

ntot�2=
(1 + 6 + 3+ 3 ) - 2 = 11
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p0
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K+0s̄

u
 Quark Interchange 

Blankenbecler, Gunion, sjb  

Analog of 
(electron) 

spin exchange 
in atom-atom 

scattering

K+p! K+p

The asymptotic result can be expressed in the form 

1 
M(t,u) = - dx 

x2(l-x)2 I $A [(1-x)z- - x”11,x] 

where 

GB(X) =----L-- 
2(27r)3 

d2k #B (kl , x) [x(1-@] -B 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

is a smooth, finite function of x, and the quantity B is defined from the asymp- 

totic form of the electromagnetic form factor of hadron B: FB(t) - (-t)B 

(logarithmic factors in FI(t) are ignored). More generally, one could allow 

B to have a logarithmic dependence on t with obvious modifications of the final 

results . Using the asymptotic forms 

$y- s-LNL@) , L = A, C, D 

discussed in Section II, we immediately obtain 

W, U) g s FA@) FD(t) FC(U) I(Z) 

= ,1-A-C-D l-z -D 
(7) (3y 

where 

l-z t z = cos ecm , - = -- 1+z - 2 s ’ 2 

and we have defined 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

I@) 

U ZZ -- 
s ’ (5.5) 

I(z) = - 
ll& 

‘B tx) NA tx) NC (8 ND(X) 
klmx7 (l-zj + x2 (I+zj]A-1 [xt~?$+~cD+D-3 

(5.6) 
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Non-linear Regge behavior:

�R(t)⇤ �1

z = ⇤

⌅4

⇥ = 0

B(0) = 0 Fock-state-by-Fock state

qR,L = qx ± iqy

⇧(x, b⌅)

d⇤
dt = |M(s,t)|2

sntot�2

M(t, u)interchange ⇥ 1
ut2

⇤

|b⇤|

⌅(⇤, b⇤)

A(⇤, b⇤) =
1

2⇥

�
d�ei⇤�Ã(b⇤, �)

Quark Interchange

d�
dt = f(t/s)

sN�2
N-2 =# fundamental constituents -2  = 2+3+2 +3- 2=8

“Counting Rules”  Farrar and  sjb;  Muradyan, Matveev, Tavkelidze

d�
dt (K

+p ! K+p) = F (t/s)
s8

Quark Interchange 
Blankenbecler, Gunion, sjb  

FarrarFarrar



Scaling is a manifestation of asymptotically free hadron interactions

Brodsky and Farrar, Phys. Rev. Lett. 31 (1973) 1153  
Matveev et al., Lett. Nuovo Cimento, 7 (1973) 719 

A

B

C

D

From dimensional arguments at high 
energies in binary reactions: 

CONSTITUENT COUNTING RULE

Counting Rules:

q(x) ⇤ (1� x)2nspect�1 for x⌅ 1

F (Q2) ⇤ ( 1
Q2)

(n�1)

d�
dt (AB ⌅ CD) ⇤ F (t/s)

s
(nparticipants�2)

nparticipants = nA + nB + nC + nD

d�
d3p/E

(AB ⌅ CX) ⇤ F (t̂/ŝ)⇥(1�xR)(2nspectators�1)

(p2
T )(nparticipants�2)

helicity 
conservation

Farrar, Jackson;
Lepage, sjb;
Burkardt, 

Schmidt, Sjb
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Exclusive processes in perturbative quantum chromodynamics

G. Peter Lepage
Laboratory ofNuclear Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853

Stanley J. Brodsky
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford UniuersitySt, anford, California 94305

(Received 27 May 1980)

We present a systematic analysis in perturbative quantum chromodynamics (@CD) of large-momentum-transfer
exclusive processes. Predictions are given for the scaling behavior, angular dependence, helicity structure, and
normalization of elastic and inelastic form factors and large-angle exclusive scattering amplitudes for hadrons and
photons. We prove that these reactions are dominated by quark and gluon subprocesses at short distances, and thus
that the dimensional-counting rules for the power-law falloff of these amplitudes with momentum transfer are
rigorous predictions of @CD, modulo calculable logarithmic corrections from the behavior of the hadronic wave
functions at short distances. These anomalous-dimension corrections are determined by evolution equations for
process-independent meson and baryon "distribution amplitudes" Si(x, ,g) which control the valence-quark
distributions in high-momentum-transfer exclusive reactions. The analysis can be carried out systematically in
powers of a, (Q'), the QCD running coupling constant. Although the calculations are most conveniently carried
out using light-cone perturbation theory and the light-cone gauge, we also present a gauge-independent analysis
and relate the distribution amplitude to a gauge-invariant Bethe-Salpeter amplitude.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we present a systematic analysis
in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) of exclusive
processes involving transfer of large momenta.
The results lead to a comprehensive new range of
rigorous predictions of perturbative QCD which
test both the scaling and spin properties of quark
and gluon interactions at large momentum as well
as the detailed structure of hadronic wave func-
tions at short distances. Predictions are possible
for a huge number of experimentally accessible
phenomena including the elastic and inelastic
electromagnetic and weak form factors of had-
rons, and, more generally, large-angle exclusive
scattering reactions where the interacting parti-
cles can be either hadrons or photons. We con-
firm that the dimensional-counting rules' for the
power-law falloff of these amplitudes at large mo-
mentum transfer are rigorous predictions of QCD,
up to calculable powers of the running coupling
constant &,(Q ) or (in@ /& ) . Angular depen-
dence, helicity structure, relative and sometimes
even the absolute normalization can be computed
for all such processes.
A simple picture emerges from our analysis of

these processes. For example, consider the
proton's magnetic form factor Gtt(Q ) at large
-q =Q . This is most easily understood in the
infinite-momentum frame where the proton is ini-
tially moving along the z axis and then is struck
by a highly virtual photon carrying large trans-
verse momentum qj. =-q . The form factor is the
amplitude for the composite hadron to absorb

large transverge momentum while remaining in-
tact. In effect, an intact" baryon can be pictured
as three valence quarks, each carrying some frac-
tion x; of the baryon's momentum(Q; tx,. = 1) and
all moving roughly parallel with the hadron. As
we shall see, the more complicated nonvalence
Fock states in the proton (i. e. , qqqqq, qqqg, . . . )
are unimportant as Q ~. The form factor is
then the product of three probability amplitudes:
(a) the amplitude P for finding the three-quark
valence state in the incoming proton; (b) the ampli-
tude &„ for this tluark state to scatter with the
photon producing three quarks in the final state
whose momenta are roughly collinear, ' and (c) the
amplitude P* for this final quark state to reform
into a hadron. Thus the magnetic form factor can
be written [see Fig. 1(a)]

p1 p1
Gn(Q') = ~' [dx] ~ [dy]e*(y;, Q,)Tn(xt, y;, 0)

&0 ~0

x4(xt q )[1+0(rrt'/q'. )]

where [dx]=- dxtdx2dxs5(1-Q, x,) and Q„= min;(x, .Q).
To leading order in &,(Q ), the "hard-scattering

amplitude" && is the sum of all Born diagrams
for y*+3q-Sq in perturbative QCD. The trans-
verse-momentum fluctuations of the quarks in the
initial and final protons are negligible relative to
qi, as are all particle masses. These can be ig-
nored in ~„so that in effect each hadron is re-
placed by collinear on-shell valence partons.
Since the final quarks are collinear, momentum
of 0(qi) -~ must be transferred from quark line
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Exclusive Processes in QCD and Light-Front Wavefunctions

S. Brodsky

   

Return

 Leading-Twist  PQCD Factorization  for 
form factors, exclusive amplitudes

(which is not unnatural for discussing effects of nuclear size) we may regard3 antishadowing and the EMC effect as

merely resulting from Fourier transforming a flat distribution (of finite length) in x!! This is corroborated in Fig. 11b,
where the reverse transform back to momentum (xB-) space is made, under the assumption that R

A(x!,Q2) is unity
for x! < w (and takes the values of Fig. 11a for x! > w). It is seen that the antishadowing and (most of) the EMC

effect is reproduced assuming no nuclear dependence in coordinate space for x! <" 5 fm. The nuclear effects can thus
be ascribed solely to shadowing.

The parton distribution qA(x!,Q2) in coordinate space is insensitive to the region of Fermi motion at large xB in
Fig. 9, where the structure function F2(xB,Q2) is small. The sizeable nuclear dependence of RAF2(xB,Q

2) at large xB
reflects the ratio of very small F2, which do not appreciably affect the inverse Fourier transform (11).

SIZE OF HARD SUBPROCESSES

The third aspect of shape that I would like to discuss concerns the size of coherent hard subprocesses in scattering

involving large momentum transfers. As sketched in Fig. 12, in inclusive DIS (ep# eX) we expect that the virtual

photon (whose transverse coherence length is " 1/Q) scatters off a single quark. The quark is typically part of a Fock
state with a hadronic," 1 fm size. In elastic scattering (ep# ep), where the entire Fock state must coherently absorb

the momentum, one might on the other hand expect [11] that only compact Fock states of the photon, with transverse

sizes r$ " 1/Q will contribute. Thus the dynamics of inclusive and exclusive processes appears to be quite different.
In particular, the dependence on the electric charges of the quarks is expected to be, qualitatively,

σ(ep# eX) ∝ ∑
q

e2q Inclusive, DIS

(13)

σ(ep# ep) ∝ (∑
q

eq)
2 Exclusive, form factor

 







 





 

 

 

 

FIGURE 12. The virtual photon scatters from single quarks in inclusive deep inelastic scattering (left). If the valence quarks
absorb equal shares of the momentum transfer in the exclusive ep# ep process (right) only compact Fock states can contribute.

In contrast to these expectations the data suggests a close connection between inclusive and exclusive scattering.

The resonance production ep# eN% cross sections (including N% = p) average the DIS scaling curve when plotted at

the same value of xB (or of the related Nachtmann variable ξ ) [12]. Examples of this Bloom-Gilman duality are shown
in Fig. 13. A natural explanation of duality is that the same Fock states of the proton contribute in both cases [13].

Resonance formation occurs on a longer time scale than the hard subprocess, hence is incoherent with it and cannot

change the total cross section. Only the local mass distribution (resonance bumps) is sensitive to the hadronization

time scale.

3 Understanding the dynamics of nuclear dependence in momentum space is nevertheless interesting in its own right. See [10] for recent ideas about
the origin of the antishadowing enhancement.

Lepage, sjb

M =
R
�dxidyi⇧F (xi, Q̃)�TH(xi, yi, Q̃)�⇧I(yi, Q̃)

Fixed t/s or cos ⇤cm

ntot = nA + nB + nC + nD

⌅ = L

J(Q, z) = zQK1(zQ)

�s(Q2)

⇥(Q2) = d�s(Q2)
d logQ2 ⇥ 0

baryon distribution 
amplitude



• Fundamental measure of valence  LF wavefunction

• Gauge Invariant (includes Wilson line)

• ERBL Evolution Equations, OPE

• Conformal Expansion

• Hadronic Input in Factorization Theorems

Hadron Distribution Amplitudes 

Lepage, SJB
Efremov, Radyushkin

�(xi, Q) ⇥ �n�1
i=1

R Q d2⌦k⇤ ⇥n(xi,⌦k⇤i)
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where &„„- =1(0) when the constituents' helicities
are antiparallel (parallel). Our use of perturba-
tive QCD is again justified since only momenta of
order qi flow through the kernel. Combining this
equation with Eqs. (2.14), (2.13), and (2.10), we
obtain an evolution equation for (t)(x;, Q)
=- x,x, (t (x„q):

2-ax~x2Q —,y(x„q)

[dy]i(;, y, )j(y;, Q)~.(q')

where

—xix2((x;, Q)I', (2.)7a)

V(x„y,)=2 x,y, e(y, -x,) 5„„- +
y1 —Xq

+ (1—2)
(2.17b)

o.',(ki ) -lnln ~& (2.18a)

we can recast the evolution equation in a more
useful form

x~x, —y(x„q)+—(t (x„q)
J

1
= p' )t [dy]i'(xl, yl)4(y, Q) (2 18b)

0

Given (t)(x, Qo), this equation can be integrated
(numerically or otherwise} to obtain (t)(x„q) for
any Q )Qo . Alternatively, the general procedure
described in Appendix D can be applied to deter-

= V(y, , x,),
and n(t)(y;, Q) —= p(y;, Q) —(t (x„q). Notice that the
infrared divergence in Eq. (2.18) at x; =y, is
completely canceled by that in y~ [we have rescaled
x in Eq. (2.10) by x2 for the first and xq for the
second term in (2.1Vb)]. This is only true because
the color factor for the ladder kernel is identical
to that associated with the propagator corrections.
This in turn is a consequence of the color-singlet
nature of the meson.
High-order kernels entering in the wave equation

include all two-particle irreducible amplitudes for
qq-qq (Fig. 5). However, these corrections to
V(x„y;) are all suppressed by powers of &,(Q'),
because they are irreducible. This follows from
the same arguments used in the previous section
in analyzing corrections to T&.
By defining

+ ~ ~ ~

FIG. 5. Higher-order corrections to the yotential V
of the evolution equation (2.17).

mine the most general solution of (2.18):

y( x„q)= xg x, ~a„&„(xg- x} jn-T
~

3/2

where
+1

C~ 1 26a1i2T , ). (~ + ))(n + 2))

(2.19)

For pions, 6„g =1 and only even n contribute
since (t)(xq, x2, Q) =p(x2, xq, Q) is required (by & in-
variance). The coefficients a„can be determined
from Q(x;, Qo) by using the orthogonality relations
for the Gegenbauer polynominals, C„':

qo l) ~ 2(2n+ 3)
an ln A2 (

= 2+n 1+n
f 1

x d(x~-x2)C'„"(xg-x2)y(x„qo) .

y(x, , q) Ax',. asx,. -O (2.21)
for some & &0. In fact, this condition is auto-
matically satisfied by wave functions representing
truly composite states-i. e. , by solutions of the
homogeneous bound- state equation [Eq. (A5)]
which are regular at high energies. In theories
with an elementary field representing (or mixing
strongly with) the meson, the bound-state equa-
tion has a source term corresponding to the bare
coupling ~esp, and consequently the wave func-
tion tends to a constant (40) as x, -0.
Notice that as Q -~, the quark distribution

amplitude becomes particulax ly simple since only
the n=0 term survives (yo & y„ for all n& 0):

aP&1', A1+ h2 =0
q'&~~", I, +I,=+1.a,x,x, ln 7 ~

(2.22)
The coefficient ap is just the renormalized quark-
antiquark wave function evaluated at the origin in

(2.20)
The convergence of series (2.19) is assured by

the elementary properties of orthogonal polynom-
ial if (and only if) (t) satisfies the boundary condi-
tion

Lepage; SJB 
Efremov, Radyushkin

ERBL Evolution of Meson Distribution Amplitude



Richard Feynman

Born Richard Phillips
Feynman
May 11, 1918
Queens, New York,
US

Died February 15, 1988
(aged 69)
Los Angeles,
California, US

Resting
place

Mountain View
Cemetery and
Mausoleum,
Altadena, California,
US

Richard Feynman
Richard Phillips "Dick" Feynman,[1][2][3][4]

ForMemRS (/ˈfaɪnmən/; May 11, 1918 – February 15,
1988) was an American theoretical physicist, known
for his work in the path integral formulation of
quantum mechanics, the theory of quantum
electrodynamics, and the physics of the superfluidity
of supercooled liquid helium, as well as in particle
physics for which he proposed the parton model. For
contributions to the development of quantum
electrodynamics, Feynman received the Nobel Prize
in Physics in 1965 jointly with Julian Schwinger and
Shin'ichirō Tomonaga.

Feynman developed a widely used pictorial
representation scheme for the mathematical
expressions describing the behavior of subatomic
particles, which later became known as Feynman
diagrams. During his lifetime, Feynman became one
of the best-known scientists in the world. In a 1999
poll of 130 leading physicists worldwide by the British
journal Physics World he was ranked as one of the ten
greatest physicists of all time.[5]

He assisted in the development of the atomic bomb
during World War II and became known to a wide
public in the 1980s as a member of the Rogers
Commission, the panel that investigated the Space
Shuttle Challenger disaster. Along with his work in
theoretical physics, Feynman has been credited with
pioneering the field of quantum computing and

What you said today was wrong!

Richard Feynman 
Caltech, 1978



Light-Front Hamiltonian QCD

• Causal, Frame-Independent

• LF Holography:   Dual to AdS5

• Exact formula for current matrix elements and form factors

• Structure functions, TMDs are squares of LFWFs, counting rules

• Equivalent to instant-time quantization (Mannheim, Lowdon, sjb)

• DGLAP, ERBL evolution  

• DLCQ: Solve QCD via matrix diagonalization!

• Corrections to parton model, DDIS, initial and final state interactions

• Cluster Decomposition, Hidden Color, Color Transparency, Intrinsic heavy 
quarks

• Vacuum: trivial up to zero models

• Nuclear Shadowing, Flavor-Dependent Anti-Shadowing

LQCD ! H
QCD

LF
| H >= M

2
H
| H >



Challenge: Compute Hadron Structure, 
Spectroscopy, and Dynamics from QCD!

• Color Confinement 

• Origin of the QCD Mass Scale 

• Meson and Baryon Spectroscopy 

• Exotic States: Tetraquarks, Pentaquarks, Gluonium, 

• Universal Regge Slopes: n, L, Mesons and Baryons 

• Massless Pion!  (Quark Anti-Quark Bound State) 

• QCD Coupling at all Scales   

• Eliminate Scale Uncertainties and Scheme Dependence 

• Heavy Quark Distributions

αs(Q2)

Valence and Higher Fock StatesℒQCD → ψH
n (xi, ⃗k ⊥i, λi)



Need a First Approximation to QCD 

 Comparable in simplicity to 
Schrödinger Theory in Atomic Physics

Relativistic, Frame-Independent, Color-Confining 

Origin of hadronic mass scale

AdS/QCD 
Light-Front Holography  
Superconformal Algebra

     No parameters except for quark masses! 



AdS/QCD G. F. de Téramond

Scale Transformations

• Isomorphism of SO(4, 2) of conformal QCD with the group of isometries of AdS space

SO(1, 5)

ds2 =
R2

z2
(�µ⇥dxµdx⇥ � dz2),

xµ ⇤ ⇥xµ, z ⇤ ⇥z, maps scale transformations into the holographic coordinate z.

• AdS mode in z is the extension of the hadron wf into the fifth dimension.

• Different values of z correspond to different scales at which the hadron is examined.

x2 ⇤ ⇥2x2, z ⇤ ⇥z.

x2 = xµxµ: invariant separation between quarks

• The AdS boundary at z ⇤ 0 correspond to theQ⇤⌅, UV zero separation limit.

Caltech High Energy Seminar, Feb 6, 2006 Page 11

invariant measure

AdS/CFT

AdS5
Exploring QCD, Cambridge, August 20-24, 2007 Page 9

Maldacena
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The week-long workshop on Correlations in Partonic and Hadronic Interactions (CPHI-2020) will take
place at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland, from February 3rd to 7th, 2020.

Recently, significant disagreements have been reported in comparison of theoretical predictions,
based on combination of TMD factorization and collinear factorization and experimental
measurements for various transverse momentum distributions of hadrons in lepton-nucleon, electron-
positron, and dileptons in DY process. Those observations emerge into a new crisis, the "qT -crisis".
Correlations in partonic and hadronic interactions, which may be responsible for observed
disagreements, provide important information on underlying dynamics, manifesting themselves in
variety of observables widely recognized as key objectives of the forthcoming COMPASS (CERN)
polarized deuteron run in 2021, JLab 12 GeV upgrade and a driving force behind construction of the
Electron Ion Collider (EIC).
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systematics over various assumptions involved in the process.
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•Soft-wall dilaton profile breaks 
conformal invariance

•Color Confinement in z

•Introduces confinement scale κ

•Uses AdS5 as template for conformal 
theory

e'(z) = e+2z2

Dilaton-Modified AdS

Exploring QCD, Cambridge, August 20-24, 2007 Page 9

https://indico.cern.ch/event/628450/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/628450/


Holographic Mapping of AdS Modes to QCD LFWFs

• Integrate Soper formula over angles:

F (q2) = 2⇥

⇧ 1

0
dx

(1� x)
x

⇧
�d�J0

⇥
�q

⌥
1� x

x

⇤
⇤̃(x, �),

with ⌃⇤(x, �) QCD effective transverse charge density.

• Transversality variable

� =
⌥

x

1� x

���
n�1⌅

j=1

xjb⇥j

���.

• Compare AdS and QCD expressions of FFs for arbitrary Q using identity:

⇧ 1

0
dxJ0

⇥
�Q

⌥
1� x

x

⇤
= �QK1(�Q),

the solution for J(Q, �) = �QK1(�Q) !

Exploring QCD, Cambridge, August 20-24, 2007 Page 35

⌅(x,�b⇤) = ⌅(⇥)

⇤(z)

⇥ =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇤

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

�d⇥ np

Drell-Yan-West: Form Factors are 
Convolution of LFWFs

Identical to Polchinski-Strassler Convolution of AdS Amplitudes

de Teramond, sjb



AdS Soft-Wall Schrödinger Equation for  
bound state  of  two scalar constituents:

Derived from variation of Action for Dilaton-Modified AdS5 

Identical to Single-Variable Light-Front Bound State Equation in ζ! 

U(z) = �4z2 + 2�2(L + S � 1)

• de Teramond, sjbPositive-sign dilaton

⇥
� d2

dz2
� 1� 4L2

4z2
+ U(z)

⇤
�(z) =M2�(z)

⌅(x,�b⇤) = ⌅(⇥)

⇤(z)

⇥ =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇤

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

�d⇥ np

⌅(x,�b⇤) = ⌅(⇥)

⇤(z)

⇥ =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇤

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

�d⇥ np

e'(z) = e+2z2



Light-Front Holography  

AdS/QCD 
Soft-Wall  Model 

Conformal Symmetry 
of the action  

U(⇣) = 4⇣2 + 22(L + S � 1)
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Confinement scale:   

Light-Front Schrödinger Equation Unique 
Confinement Potential!

de Tèramond, Dosch, sjb

 ' 0.5 GeV

• de Alfaro, Fubini, Furlan: Scale can appear in Hamiltonian and EQM 
without affecting conformal invariance of action!• Fubini, Rabinovici: 

e'(z) = e+2z2

Single variable  ζ

⇥
� d2

d⇣2 � 1�4L2

4⇣2 + U(⇣)
⇤
 (⇣) = M2 (⇣)

�
� d2

d2�
+ V (�)

⇥
=M2⇥(�)

�
� d2

d�2 + V (�)
⇥
=M2⇥(�)

�2 = x(1� x)b2
⇥.

Jz = Sz
p =

⇤n
i=1 Sz

i +
⇤n�1

i=1 ⌥z
i = 1

2

each Fock State

Jz
p = Sz

q + Sz
g + Lz

q + Lz
g = 1

2

GeV units external to QCD: Only Ratios of Masses Determined



HQED

Coupled Fock states

Effective two-particle equation

 Azimuthal  Basis

Confining AdS/QCD  
potential!  

HLF
QCD

(H0
LF + HI

LF )|� >= M2|� >

[
�k2
� + m2

x(1� x)
+ V LF

e� ] �LF (x,�k�) = M2 �LF (x,�k�)

�,⇥

Semiclassical first approximation to QCD  

U(⇣) = 4⇣2 + 22(L + S � 1)

Light-Front QCD

AdS/QCD:

�2 = x(1� x)b2
�

x (1� x) �b⇥

⇤(x,�b⇥) = ⇤(�)

⇥(z)

� =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇥

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

x (1� x) �b⇥

⇤(x,�b⇥) = ⇤(�)

⇥(z)

� =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇥

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

x (1� x) �b⇥

⇤(x,�b⇥) = ⇤(�)

⇥(z)

� =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇥

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

P+ = P0 + Pz

Fixed ⌅ = t + z/c

xi = k+

P+ = k0+k3

P0+Pz

⇧(⇤, b�)

⇥ = d�s(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

Sums an infinite # diagrams

LQCD

Eliminate higher Fock states              
and retarded interactions

⇥
� d2

d⇣2
+

1� 4L2

4⇣2
+ U(⇣)

⇤
 (⇣) =M2 (⇣)

mq = 0
Single variable Equation!

-



⌅(x,�b⇤) = ⌅(⇥)

⇤(z)

⇥ =
�

(x(1� x)|b⇤|

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

�d⇥ np

⌅(x,�b⇤) = ⌅(⇥)

⇤(z)

⇥ =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇤

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

�d⇥ np

⌅(x,�b⇤) = ⌅(⇥)

⇤(z)

⇥ =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇤

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

�d⇥ np

x (1� x) �b⇥

⇤(x,�b⇥) = ⇤(�)

⇥(z)

� =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇥

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

x (1� x) �b⇥

⇤(x,�b⇥) = ⇤(�)

⇥(z)

� =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇥

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

x (1� x) �b⇥

⇤(x,�b⇥) = ⇤(�)

⇥(z)

� =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇥

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

x (1� x) �b⇥

⇤(x,�b⇥) = ⇤(�)

⇥(z)

� =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇥

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

LF(3+1)                AdS5

Light-Front Holography: Unique mapping derived from equality of LF 
and AdS  formula for EM and gravitational current matrix elements 

and identical equations of motion

⇤(x, �) =
�

x(1� x)��1/2⇥(�)

de Teramond, sjb

(µR)2 = L2 � (J � 2)2

P+ = P0 + Pz

Fixed ⌅ = t + z/c

xi = k+

P+ = k0+k3

P0+Pz

⇧(⇤, b�)

⇥ = d�s(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

Light-Front Holographic Dictionary





Fit to the slope of Regge trajectories, 
including radial excitations

Same Regge Slope for Meson, Baryons:  
Supersymmetric feature of hadron physics

mu = md = 46 MeV, ms = 357 MeV

From ↵g1(Q2)
Deur

� = 2 de Tèramond, Dosch, Lorce’, sjb

κ = λ = 0.523 ± 0.024

Universal Mass Scale



Q2 F!!Q2"

Q2  GeV2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6 T. Liu,                
G. de Tèramond,  

G. Dosch,  A. Deur,      
R.S. Sufian, sjb



Light-Front Holography  

AdS/QCD 
Soft-Wall  Model 

Conformal Symmetry 
of the action  

U(⇣) = 4⇣2 + 22(L + S � 1)
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Confinement scale:   

Light-Front Schrödinger Equation Unique 
Confinement Potential!

de Tèramond, Dosch, sjb

 ' 0.5 GeV

• de Alfaro, Fubini, Furlan: Scale can appear in Hamiltonian and EQM 
without affecting conformal invariance of action!• Fubini, Rabinovici: 

e'(z) = e+2z2

Single variable  ζ

⇥
� d2

d⇣2 � 1�4L2

4⇣2 + U(⇣)
⇤
 (⇣) = M2 (⇣)

�
� d2

d2�
+ V (�)

⇥
=M2⇥(�)

�
� d2

d�2 + V (�)
⇥
=M2⇥(�)

�2 = x(1� x)b2
⇥.

Jz = Sz
p =

⇤n
i=1 Sz

i +
⇤n�1

i=1 ⌥z
i = 1

2

each Fock State

Jz
p = Sz

q + Sz
g + Lz

q + Lz
g = 1

2

GeV units external to QCD: Only Ratios of Masses Determined



G = uH + vD + wK

G| (⌧) >= i
@

@⌧
| (⌧) >

G = H⌧ =
1
2
�
� d

2

dx2
+

g

x2
+

4uw � v
2

4
x

2
�

Retains conformal invariance of action despite mass scale! 

Identical to LF Hamiltonian with unique potential and dilaton! 

• de Alfaro, Fubini, Furlan

⇥
� d2

d⇣2
+

1� 4L2

4⇣2
+ U(⇣)

⇤
 (⇣) =M2 (⇣)

U(⇣) = 4⇣2 + 22(L + S � 1)

4uw � v2 = 4 = [M ]4

• Dosch, de Teramond, sjb

New term

(dAFF)



 Stan Brodsky Supersymmetric Features of Hadron Physics 
from Superconformal Algebra 
and Light-Front Holography 13  November 2019

11/5/19, 4(54 PMUCI Particle Theory: Visitors

Page 1 of 5http://theory.physics.uci.edu/visitors.html

! People Seminars Events Visitors Resources "

Visiting Irvine
Please see our list of past visitors.

UC Irvine is located in Orange County, California. You can !nd driving directions and

freeway maps at the UCI campus maps page. We are 4 miles from John Wayne

Airport (SNA) and 42 miles from Los Angeles International Airport (LAX).

The UCI Physics department visitor webpage has additional information, maps, and

photos to help you !nd your way.

The particle theory group is located on the third "oor of Frederick Reines Hall

(FRH, map of o#ces). It is a 15-minute walk from the Student Center which is where

hotel shuttles drop o$ and pick up guests. Below is a `simpli!ed map' of the

campus.

Underlying Principles

• Poincarè Invariance: Independent of the observer’s Lorentz 
frame:  Quantization at Fixed Light-Front Time τ 

• Causality: Information within causal horizon:  Light-Front 

• Light-Front Holography: AdS5 = LF (3+1) 

• Introduce Mass Scale κ while retaining the Conformal 
Invariance of the Action (dAFF) 

• Unique Dilaton in AdS5:   

• Unique color-confining LF Potential 

• Superconformal Algebra:  Mass Degenerate 4-Plet:

U(⇣2) = 4⇣2

e+2z2

Meson qq̄ $ Baryon q[qq] $ Tetraquark [qq][q̄q̄]

z $ ⇣ where ⇣2 = b2?x(1� x)
Exploring QCD, Cambridge, August 20-24, 2007 Page 9



G. de Teramond, H. G. Dosch, sjb 

U(⇣2) = 4⇣2 + 22(J � 1)

z ! ⇣

Pion: Negative term  for J=0 cancels 
positive terms from LFKE and potentialm⇡ = 0 if mq = 0

Massless pion! 

~⇣2 = ~b2?x(1� x)

m2
⇡ /

P
q <

m2
q

xq
>

Universal Regge Slopes in n, L



Uniqueness of Dilaton

pion is massless in chiral limit iff 
p=2!

p

m2
⇡/2

'p(z) = pzp

e'(z) = e+2z2

• Dosch, de Tèramond, sjb



Prediction from AdS/QCD: Meson LFWF

�(x, k�)
0.20.40.60.8

1.3

1.4

1.5

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0

5

       “Soft Wall” 
model

�(x, k�)(GeV)

de Teramond, 
Cao, sjb⇥M(x, Q0) ⇥

�
x(1� x)

⇤M(x, k2
⇤)

µR

µR = Q

µF = µR

Q/2 < µR < 2Q

µ�

massless quarks

Note coupling  

k2
�, x

Provides Connection of Confinement to Hadron Structure

⇤M (x, k⇥) =
4⇥

�
�

x(1� x)
e
� k2

⇥
2�2x(1�x)

x

1� x

�⇡(x) =
4p
3⇡

f⇡

p
x(1� x)

f⇡ =
p

Pqq̄

p
3

8
 = 92.4 MeV Same as DSE!

e'(z) = e+2z

C. D. Roberts et al.



General remarks about orbital angular mo-
mentum

�n(xi, k�i,�i)

�n
i=1(xi

 R�+ b�i) =  R�

xi
 R�+ b�i

�n
i
 b�i =  0�

�n
i xi = 1

0.20.40.60.8

1.3

1.4

1.5

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0

5

�(x, k�)(GeV)

�(x, k�)

• Light Front Wavefunctions:                                   

P+ = P0 + Pz

Fixed ⌅ = t + z/c

xi = k+

P+ = k0+k3

P0+Pz

⇧(⇤, b�)

⇥ = d�s(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

“Hadronization at the Amplitude Level”

o↵-shell in P� and invariant massM2
qq̄

General remarks about orbital angular mo-
mentum

�n(xi, k�i,�i)

�n
i=1(xi

 R�+ b�i) =  R�

xi
 R�+ b�i

�n
i
 b�i =  0�

�n
i xi = 1

Boost-invariant LFWF connects confined quarks and gluons to hadrons

x,~k?

1� x,�~k?

Proceeds in LF time  within casual horizon
Instant time violates causality

τ



Correlations and LF Wavefunctions

M2 =
P

i
k2
?+m2

x i

Gaussian fall-o↵:  (xi,~ki?) = exp� 2M2

2

Maximum probability at equal rapidity

⇤M (x, k⇥) =
4⇥

�
�

x(1� x)
e
� k2

⇥
2�2x(1�x)

Gaussian fall-off of LFWF in invariant mass squared

Maximum probability at equal rapidity

xi ∝ m2
i + k2

⊥i

0.20.40.60.8

1.3

1.4

1.5

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0

5

�(x, k�)

�(x, k�)



LFWFs have Gaussian shape in 
invariant mass squared

ψ(xi, ⃗k ⊥i) ∝ exp(−
ℳ2

2κ2
)

ℳ2 = ∑
i

k2
⊥i + m2

i

xi

Coupling of  and  reflects 
3-dimensional LF symmetry

k2
⊥ x

Fundamental QCD mass scale κ ∼
mp

2

LF Holographic QCD



J. R. Forshaw,  
R. Sandapen

�⇤p! ⇢0p0

�L

�T

⇤M (x, k⇥) =
4⇥

�
�

x(1� x)
e
� k2

⇥
2�2x(1�x)
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Fig: Orbital and radial AdS modes in the soft wall model for � = 0.6 GeV .
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Light meson orbital (a) and radial (b) spectrum for � = 0.6 GeV.
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S = 0 S = 0

Soft Wall 
Model

mq = 0

Quark separation 
increases with L

Pion has 
zero mass!

Same slope in n and L!
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Figure 1: Comparison of the light-front holographic prediction [1] M
2(n, L, S) =

4�(n+ L+ S/2) for the orbital L and radial n excitations of the meson spectrum with
experiment. See Ref. [2]

1 Introduction

A remarkable empirical feature of the hadronic spectrum is the near equality of the

slopes of meson and baryon Regge trajectories. The square of the masses of hadrons

composed of light quarks is linearly proportional not only to L, the orbital angular

momentum, but also to the principal quantum number n, the number of radial nodes in

the hadronic wavefunction as seen in Fig. 1. The Regge slopes in n and L are equal, as in

the meson formula M
2
M
(n, L, S) = 4�(n+L+S/2 from light front holographic QCD [1],

but even more surprising, they are observed to be equal for both the meson and baryon

trajectories, as shown in Fig. 2. The mean value for all of the slopes is  =
p
� = 0.523

GeV. See Fig. 3.

4

M2(n,L, S) = 42(n + L + S/2) Equal Slope in n and L



!u !
2"p!p ! "n!n
2"p ! "n

; !d !
2"n!n ! "p!p
2"n ! "p

; "19#

where the higher Fock probabilities !p;n represent the large
distance pion contribution and have the values !p $ 0.27
and !n $ 0.38 [56]. Our results for Eq

v"x; t# are displayed
in Fig. 3.
Pion GPD.—The expression for the pion GPD

Hu;d̄
v "x; t# $ qu;d̄v "x# exp %tf"x#& follows from the pion FF

in [81], where the contribution from higher Fock compo-
nents was determined from the analysis of the timelike
region [81]. Up to twist 4,

qu;d̄v "x# $ "1 ! !#q#$2"x# ! !q#$4"x#; "20#

where the PDFs are normalized to the valence quark
content of the pion

R
1
0 dxq

u;d̄
v "x# $ 1, and ! $ 0.125

represents the meson cloud contribution determined in [28].
The pion PDFs are evolved to $2 $ 27 GeV2 at next-to-

leadingorder (NLO) to comparewith theNLOglobal analysis
in [82,83] of the data [84]. The initial scale is set at $0 $
1.1'0.2 GeV from the matching procedure in Ref. [75] at
NLO. The result is shown in Fig. 4, and the t dependence of
Hq

v"x; t# is illustrated in Fig. 5. We have also included the
NNLO results in Fig. 4, to comparewith future data analysis.
Our results are in good agreement with the data analysis

in Ref. [82] and consistent with the nucleon global fit
results through the GPD universality described here. There
is, however, a tension with the data analysis in [83] for
x " 0.6 and with the Dyson-Schwinger results in [85],
which incorporate the "1 ! x#2 pQCD falloff at large x from
hard gluon transfer to the spectator quarks. In contrast, our
nonperturbative results falloff as 1 ! x from the leading

twist-2 term in (20). A softer falloff #"1 ! x#1.5 in Fig. 4
follows from DGLAP evolution. Our analysis incorporates
the nonperturbative behavior of effective LFWFs in the
limit of zero quark masses. However, if we include a
nonzero quark mass in the LFWFs [28,86,87], the PDFs
will be further suppressed at x ! 1.
Effective LFWFs.—Form factors in light-front quantiza-

tion can be written in terms of an effective single-particle
density [88]

F"Q2# $
Z

1

0
dx%"x;Q#; "21#

where %"x;Q# $ 2&
R$
0 dbbJ0%bQ"1 ! x#&j' eff"x; b#j2

with transverse separation b $ jb"j. From (8), we find
the effective LFWF

'#
eff"x;b"# $

1

2
!!!
&

p

!!!!!!!!!!!
q#"x#
f"x#

s

"1 ! x# exp
"
!
"1 ! x#2

8f"x#
b2"

#
;

"22#

FIG. 3. Nucleon GPDs for different values of !t $ Q2 at
the scale $0 $ 1.06'0.15 GeV. (Top) Spin nonflip Hq

v"x; t#.
(Bottom) Spin-flip Eq

v"x; t#.

FIG. 4. Comparison for xq"x# in the pion from LFHQCD (red
band) with the NLO fits [82,83] (gray band and green curve) and
the LO extraction [84]. NNLO results are also included (light blue
band). LFHQCD results are evolved from the initial scale $0 $
1.1'0.2 GeV at NLO and the initial scale $0 $ 1.06'0.15 GeV
at NNLO.

FIG. 5. Pion GPD for different values of !t $ Q2 at the scale
$0 $ 1.1'0.2 GeV.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 120, 182001 (2018)

182001-4

Universality of Generalized Parton Distributions in Light-Front Holographic QCD 

Guy F. de Te ́ramond, Tianbo Liu, Raza Sabbir Sufian, Hans Günter Dosch, Stanley J. Brodsky, 
and Alexandre Deur PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 120, 182001 (2018) 



Start DGLAP evolution at transition 
scale Q2 = Q20 = 0.75 GeV2

q⇡(x,Q
2 < Q2

0) =

Z
d2~k?| ⇡(x,~k?)|2

⇤M (x, k⇥) =
4⇥

�
�

x(1� x)
e
� k2

⇥
2�2x(1�x)

x

Q2 = 0.75 GeV 2

Q2 = 27 GeV 2

Q2 = 27 GeV 2

T. Liu,                
G. de Tèramond,  

G. Dosch,  A. Deur,      
R.S. Sufian, sjb

⇤M (x, k⇥) =
4⇥

�
�

x(1� x)
e
� k2

⇥
2�2x(1�x)

q⇡(x,Q
2 < Q2

0) =

Z
d2~k?| ⇡(x,~k?)|2

Start DGLAP evolution at transition scale Q20

“No parameters”

 NLO DGLAP

Q2 = Q2
0 = 0.75GeV 2

Includes AdS “dressed current” (Radyushkin) — VM poles in timelike form factor 

Pion quark distribution



we find q!!x" ! !1 " x"2!"3, which is precisely the Drell-
Yan inclusive counting rule at x ! 1 [63–65], correspond-
ing to the form factor behavior at large Q2 (3).
From Eq. (10), it follows that the conditions (13) are

equivalent to f0!1" # 0 and f00!1" # 0. Since log!x"!
1 " x for x ! 1, a simple ansatz for f!x" consistent with
(7), (11), and (13) is

f!x" # 1

4"

!
!1 " x" log

"
1

x

#
$ a!1 " x"2

$
; !14"

with a being a flavor-independent parameter. From (10),

w!x" # x1"xe"a!1"x"
2
; !15"

an expression that incorporates Regge behavior at small x
and inclusive counting rules at large x.
Nucleon GPDs.—The nucleon GPDs are extracted from

nucleon FF data [66–70] choosing specific x and t depend-
ences of the GPDs for each flavor. One then finds the best
fit reproducing the measured FFs and the valence PDFs. In
our analysis of nucleon FFs [56], three free parameters are
required: these are r, interpreted as an SU(6) breaking
effect for the Dirac neutron FF, and #p and #n, which
account for the probabilities of higher Fock components
(meson cloud) and are significant only for the Pauli FFs.
The hadronic scale " is fixed by the $-Regge trajectory [28],
whereas the Pauli FFs are normalized to the experimental
values of the anomalous magnetic moments.
Helicity nonflip distributions: Using the results from [56]

for the Dirac flavor FFs, we write the spin nonflip valence
GPDs Hq!x; t" # q!x" exp %tf!x"& with

uv!x" #
"
2 "

r
3

#
q!#3!x" $

r
3
q!#4!x"; !16"

dv!x" #
"
1 "

2r
3

#
q!#3!x" $

2r
3
q!#4!x"; !17"

for the u and d PDFs normalized to the valence content of
the proton:

R
1
0 dxuv!x" # 2 and

R
1
0 dxdv!x" # 1. The PDF

q!!x" and the profile function f!x" are given by (9) and
(10), and w!x" is given by (15). Positivity of the PDFs
implies that r $ 3=2, which is smaller than the value r #
2.08 found in [56]. We shall use the maximum value
r # 3=2, which does not change significantly our results
in [56].
The PDFs (16) and (17) are evolved to a higher

scale % with the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-
Parisi (DGLAP) equation [71–73] in the M̄S scheme using
the HOPPET toolkit [74]. The initial scale is chosen at the
matching scale between LFHQCD and perturbative QCD
(pQCD) as %0 # 1.06'0.15 GeV [75] in the M̄S scheme at
next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO). The strong cou-
pling constant &s at the scale of the Z-boson mass is set to

0.1182 [76], and the heavy quark thresholds are set with
M̄S quark masses as mc# 1.28 GeV and mb# 4.18 GeV
[76]. The PDFs are evolved to %2 # 10 GeV2 at NNLO to
compare with the global fits by the MMHT [5], CT [6], and
NNPDF [77] collaborations as shown in Fig. 1. The value
a # 0.531' 0.037 is determined from the first moment of
the GPD,

R
1
0 dxxH

q
v!x; t # 0" # Aq

v!0" from the global data
fits with average values Au

v!0" # 0.261' 0.005 and
Ad
v!0" # 0.109' 0.005. The model uncertainty (red band)

includes the uncertainties in a and %0 [78]. We also indicate
the difference between our results and global fits in Fig. 2.
The t dependence of Hq

v!x; t" is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Since our PDFs scale as q!x" ! x"1=2 for small x, the
Kuti-Weisskopf behavior for the nonsinglet structure
functions F2p!x" " F2n!x" ! x%uv!x" " dv!x"& ! x1=2 is
satisfied [79,80].
Helicity-flip distributions: The spin-flip GPDsEq

v!x; t" #
eqv!x" exp %tf!x"& follow from the flavor Pauli FFs in [56]
given in terms of twist-4 and twist-6 contributions

eqv!x" # 'q%!1 " #q"q!#4!x" $ #qq!#6!x"&; !18"

normalized to the flavor anomalous magnetic momentR
1
0 dxeqv!x" # 'q, with 'u # 2'p $ 'n # 1.673 and
'd # 2'n $ 'p # "2.033. The factors #u and #d are

FIG. 1. Comparison for xq!x" in the proton from LFHQCD (red
bands) and global fits: MMHT2014 (blue bands) [5], CT14 [6]
(cyan bands), and NNPDF3.0 (gray bands) [77]. LFHQCD
results are evolved from the initial scale %0 # 1.06'0.15 GeV.

FIG. 2. Difference between our PDF results and global fits.
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to constrain the non-minimal sea quark.
The value of the isovector axial charge gA = 1.2732(23)

is precisely determined by the neutron weak decay [58].
As shown in Table I, its values evaluated with a minimal
sea component, gA,min, are smaller than the experimental
value. To in the value of gA with the minimal shift u⌧ !

u⌧ + �⌧,u, ū⌧ ! ū⌧ + �⌧,u and similarly for the d-quark,
implies a positive shift �⌧=5,u and/or �⌧=6,d. Therefore,
we satisfy the sum rule by the shift �⌧=5,u and �⌧=6,d, and
take the variation between them as part of the theoretical
uncertainty.
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FIG. 1. Polarized distributions of the isovector combina-
tion x[�u+(x)��d+(x)] in comparison with NNPDF global
fit [15] and experimental data [6–10, 12]. Three sets of param-
eters, see Table I, are determined from the Dirac form factor
and unpolarized valence distributions. The bands represent
the variation with di↵erent approaches to saturate the axial
sum rule. The blue dashed curve shows the result with only
valence state contribution.

For the universal reparametrization function w(x), we
take the same form as in [50],

w(x) = x
1�x exp[�a(1 � x)2], (31)

with the parameter “a” fixed with the first moment of
unpolarized valence quark distributions. One can in
principle adopt any parametrization form that fulfills
the boundary conditions (7) and (8), and the predictive
power is kept by the universality of w(x) for all PDFs.
For comparison with measurements, we evolve the distri-
butions from 1.06GeV, which is the matching scale sug-
gested by the study of the strong coupling constant [59].
As shown in Figs. 1-3, our numerical results are in good
agreement with the global fit [15] and measurements [6–
10, 12]. The isovector combination �u+ � �d+, where
u+ and d+ stand for u + ū and d + d̄, is the distribu-
tion relevant to the axial charge sum rule (30). In Fig. 1,
the dashed blue curve is the contribution from the va-
lence state only, and the di↵erence with the full results,

FIG. 2. Polarized distributions of u, d, ū, and d̄ in comparison
with NNPDF global fit [15] and experimental data [10, 12].
The bands have the same meaning as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. Helicity asymmetries of u + ū and d + d̄ compared
with measurements. The bands and symbols have the same
meaning as in Fig. 1.

cases I, II and III, which include saturation of the ax-
ial sum rule is noticeable. This is consistent with the
analysis of the Pauli form factor in [60], which demon-
strates the significance of the sea quarks in describing
spin-related quantities. For each single flavor, shown in
Fig. 2, the variation of the results with three sets of co-
e�cients is large, because the sea quark coe�cients are
not well constrained by the procedure discussed above.
Furthermore, the truncation of the Fock state up to five-
quark states allowing only one pair of sea quarks may
potentially result in greater theoretical uncertainties for
each individual flavor. The axial sum rule provides an
important constraint but still leave some flexibility, like
adding the same term to uū and dd̄. Since the goal of this
letter is to introduce a new approach to study polarized
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Polarized distributions for the 

isovector combination x[∆u+ (x) − ∆d+ (x)]

u+(x) = u(x) + ū(x)d+(x) = d(x) + d̄(x)

Δq(x) = q↑(x) − q↓(x)



Superconformal Algebra
2X2 Hadronic Multiplets

&%
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†
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 B�, LB + 1
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Figure 1: The supersymmetric quadruplet {�M , B+, B�,�T }. Open circles represent
quarks, full circles antiquarks. The tetraquark has the same mass as its baryon partner in the
multiplet. Notice that the LF angular momentum of the negative-chirality component wave
function of a baryon  B� is one unit higher than that of the positive-chirality (leading-twist)
component  B+.

spinor wavefunction  B+ and  B�, plus two bosonic wave functions, namely the meson

�B and the tetraquark �T . These states can be arranged as a 2⇥ 2 matrix:

 
�M(LM = LB + 1)  B�(LB + 1)

 B+(LB) �T (LT = LB)

!
, (21)

on which the symmetry generators (1) and the Hamiltonian (17) operate 9.

According to this analysis, the lowest-lying light-quark tetraquark is a partner of

the b1(1235) and the nucleon; it has quantum numbers I, J
P = 0, 0+. The partners of

the a2(1320) and the �(1233) have the quantum numbers I = 0, JP = 1+. Candidates

for these states are the f0(980) and a1(1260), respectively.

2.4 Inclusion of quark masses and comparison with experiment

We have argued in [11] that the natural way to include light quark masses in the

hadron mass spectrum is to leave the LF potential unchanged as a first approximation

and add the additional term of the invariant mass �m
2 =

P
n

i=1
m

2
i

xi
to the LF kinetic

energy. The resulting LF wave function is then modified by the factor e
� 1

2��m
2
, thus

providing a relativistically invariant form for the hadronic wave functions. The e↵ect of

the nonzero quark masses for the squared hadron masses is then given by the expectation

value of �m
2 evaluated using the modified wave functions. This prescription leads to

9It is interesting to note that in Ref. [20] mesons, baryons and tetraquarks are also hadronic states
within the same multiplet.
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Meson Baryon

TetraquarkBaryon

Bosons, Fermions with Equal Mass!

Proton: |u[ud]> Quark + Scalar Diquark
Equal Weight: L=0, L=1

R†
� q ! [q̄q̄]

3C ! 3C

R†
� q̄ ! [qq]

3̄C ! 3̄C
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� @2

⇣ + 4⇣2 + 22(LB + 1) +
4L2

B � 1
4⇣2

�
 +

J = M2 +
J

Baryon Equation

Meson Equation

M2(n,LB) = 42(n + LB + 1)

�
� @2

⇣ + 4⇣2 + 22LB +
4(LB + 1)2 � 1

4⇣2

�
 �J = M2 �J

�
� @2

⇣ + 4⇣2 + 22(J � 1) +
4L2

M � 1
4⇣2

�
�J = M2�J

M2(n,LM ) = 42(n + LM )

Meson-Baryon Degeneracy for LM=LB+1

S=1/2, P=+

LF Holography

S=0, I=1 Meson is superpartner of S=1/2, I=1 Baryon

Superconformal  
Quantum Mechanics 

Same   !
S=0, P=+

� = 2

de Téramond, Dosch, Lorcé, sjb
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Fermionic Modes and Baryon Spectrum
[Hard wall model: GdT and S. J. Brodsky, PRL 94, 201601 (2005)]

[Soft wall model: GdT and S. J. Brodsky, (2005), arXiv:1001.5193]

From Nick Evans

• Nucleon LF modes

⇤+(�)n,L = ⇥2+L

⌅
2n!

(n + L)!
�3/2+Le�⇥2�2/2LL+1

n

�
⇥2�2

⇥

⇤�(�)n,L = ⇥3+L 1⇤
n + L + 2

⌅
2n!

(n + L)!
�5/2+Le�⇥2�2/2LL+2

n

�
⇥2�2

⇥

• Normalization ⇤
d� ⇤2

+(�) =
⇤

d� ⇤2
�(�) = 1

• Eigenvalues

M2
n,L,S=1/2 = 4⇥2 (n + L + 1)

• “Chiral partners”
MN(1535)

MN(940)
=
⇤

2

LC 2011 2011, Dallas, May 23, 2011 Page 13

Quark Chiral 
Symmetry of 
Eigenstate!

Nucleon spin carried by quark orbital angular momentum 

Nucleon: Equal Probability for L=0,1

Jz = + 1/2 :
1

2
[ |Sz

q = + 1/2, Lz = 0 > + |Sz
q = − 1/2, Lz = + 1 > ]
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R 1
0 dx 2

+(⇣
2, x) =
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0 d⇣

R 1
0 dx 2

�(⇣
2, x) = 1

2

Baryon LFWFsLF Holography
Superconformal  

Quantum Mechanics 
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Figure 2: Orbital and radial baryon excitation spectrum. Positive-parity spin-12 nucleons (a) and

spectrum gap between the negative-parity spin-32 and the positive-parity spin-12 nucleons families

(b). Minus parity N (c) and plus and minus parity ! families (d), for
!
! = 0.49 GeV (nucleons)

and 0.51 GeV (Deltas).

cluster. The predictions for the daughter trajectories for n = 1, n = 2, · · · are also shown in

this figure. Only confirmed PDG [23] states are shown. The Roper state N(1440) and the

N(1710) are well accounted for as the first and second radial excited states of the proton.

The newly identified state, the N(1900) [23] is depicted here as the first radial excitation of

the N(1720). The model is successful in explaining the parity degeneracy observed in the

light baryon spectrum, such as the L = 2, N(1680)"N(1720) pair in Fig. 2 (a). In Fig. 2

(b) we compare the positive parity spin-12 parent nucleon trajectory with the negative parity

7
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Fit to the slope of Regge trajectories, 
including radial excitations

Same Regge Slope for Meson, Baryons:  
Supersymmetric feature of hadron physics

mu = md = 46 MeV, ms = 357 MeV

From ↵g1(Q2)
Deur

� = 2

κ = λ = 0.523 ± 0.024

Universal Mass Scale

de Téramond, Dosch, Lorcé, sjb
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Visiting Irvine
Please see our list of past visitors.

UC Irvine is located in Orange County, California. You can !nd driving directions and

freeway maps at the UCI campus maps page. We are 4 miles from John Wayne

Airport (SNA) and 42 miles from Los Angeles International Airport (LAX).

The UCI Physics department visitor webpage has additional information, maps, and

photos to help you !nd your way.

The particle theory group is located on the third "oor of Frederick Reines Hall

(FRH, map of o#ces). It is a 15-minute walk from the Student Center which is where

hotel shuttles drop o$ and pick up guests. Below is a `simpli!ed map' of the

campus.

Supersymmetry in QCD

• A hidden symmetry of Color SU(3)C in hadron 
physics

• QCD: No squarks or gluinos!

• Emerges from Light-Front Holography and 
Super-Conformal Algebra

• Color Confinement

• Massless Pion in Chiral Limit

de Téramond, Dosch, Lorcé, sjb
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Matching Scale

Matching the couplings from LFHQCD and pQCD

 12

Bjorken sum rule:

Imposing continuity for α 
and its first derivative

Effective coupling in LFHQCD 
(valid at low-Q2)

A. Deur, S.J. Brodsky, G.F. de Téramond,  
Phys. Lett. B 750, 528 (2015); J. Phys. G 44, 105005 (2017).

Analytic, defined at all scales, IR Fixed Point

Running Coupling from AdS/QCD



 Proton u[ud]

• Equal weight L=0, 1

• Proton Spin carried by quark orbital 
angular momentum    

• Good diquark: 

• u and d have opposite spins in [ud]

[ud] =
1

2
[u↑d↓ − d↑u↓]



M. Nielsen, 
sjbNew Organization of the Hadron Spectrum

Meson Baryon        Tetraquark
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S. Brodsky 2/1/2020

LFHQCD: Underlying Principles

• Poincarè Invariance: Independent of the observer’s Lorentz 
frame:  Quantization at Fixed Light-Front Time τ 

• Causality: Information within causal horizon:  Light-Front 

• Light-Front Holography: AdS5 = LF (3+1) 

• Introduce Mass Scale κ while retaining the Conformal 
Invariance of the Action (dAFF) 

• Unique Dilaton in AdS5:   

• Unique color-confining LF Potential 

• Superconformal Algebra:  Mass Degenerate 4-Plet:

U(⇣2) = 4⇣2

e+2z2

Meson qq̄ $ Baryon q[qq] $ Tetraquark [qq][q̄q̄]

z $ ⇣ where ⇣2 = b2?x(1� x)
Exploring QCD, Cambridge, August 20-24, 2007 Page 9



A.P.  Trawinski, S.D. Glazek, H. D. Dosch, G. de Teramond, sjb

Connection to the Linear Instant-Form Potential

Linear instant nonrelativistic form V (r) = Cr for heavy quarks

Harmonic Oscillator U(⇣) = 4⇣2 LF Potential for relativistic light quarks
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Visiting Irvine
Please see our list of past visitors.

UC Irvine is located in Orange County, California. You can !nd driving directions and

freeway maps at the UCI campus maps page. We are 4 miles from John Wayne

Airport (SNA) and 42 miles from Los Angeles International Airport (LAX).

The UCI Physics department visitor webpage has additional information, maps, and

photos to help you !nd your way.

The particle theory group is located on the third "oor of Frederick Reines Hall

(FRH, map of o#ces). It is a 15-minute walk from the Student Center which is where

hotel shuttles drop o$ and pick up guests. Below is a `simpli!ed map' of the

campus.

Remarkable Features of  
Light-Front Schrödinger Equation

•Relativistic, frame-independent

•QCD scale appears - unique LF potential

•Reproduces spectroscopy and dynamics of light-quark hadrons with 
one parameter

•Zero-mass pion for zero mass quarks!

•Regge slope same for n and L  -- not usual HO

•Splitting in L persists to high mass   -- contradicts conventional 
wisdom based on breakdown of chiral symmetry

•Phenomenology: LFWFs, Form factors, electroproduction

•Extension to heavy quarks

U(⇣) = 4⇣2 + 22(L + S � 1)

Dynamics + Spectroscopy! 
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Light-Front Holography:  First Approximation to QCD
• Color Confinement, Analytic form of confinement potential 

• Retains underlying conformal properties of QCD despite mass scale  (DeAlfaro-Fubini-Furlan 
Principle) 

• Massless quark-antiquark pion bound state in chiral limit, GMOR 

• QCD coupling at all scales 

• Connection of perturbative and nonperturbative mass scales 

• Poincarè Invariant 

• Hadron Spectroscopy-Regge Trajectories with universal slopes in n, L 

• Supersymmetric 4-Plet:  Meson-Baryon -Tetraquark Symmetry 

• Light-Front Wavefunctions 

• Form Factors, Structure Functions, Hadronic Observables, intrinsic strangeness 

• OPE: Constituent Counting Rules 

• Hadronization at the Amplitude Level:  Many Phenomenological Tests 

• Systematically improvable:  Basis LF Quantization (BLFQ)



Advantages of the Dirac’s Front Form for Hadron Physics

• Measurements are made at fixed τ 

• Causality is automatic 

• Structure Functions are squares of LFWFs 

• Form Factors are overlap of LFWFs 

• LFWFs are frame-independent: no boosts, no pancakes! 

• Same structure function measured at an e p collider and the 
proton rest frame 

• No dependence of hadron structure on observer’s frame 

• LF Holography: Dual to AdS space 

• LF Vacuum trivial up to zero modes  

• Implications for Cosmological Constant

Physics Independent of Observer’s Motion

Poincare’ Invariant

Roberts, Shrock, Tandy, sjb

Penrose, Terrell, Weisskopf



• “History” : Compute any subgraph only once since the LFPth 
numerator does not depend on the process — only the 
denominator changes!

• Wick Theorem applies, but few amplitudes since all k+ > 0.

• Jz Conservation at every vertex

• Unitarity is explicit

• Loop Integrals are 3-dimensional

• hadronization: coalesce comoving quarks and gluons to 
hadrons using light-front wavefunctions

Light-Front Perturbation Theory for pQCD

Z 1

0
dx

Z
d2k?

General remarks about orbital angular mo-
mentum

�n(xi, k�i,�i)

�n
i=1(xi

 R�+ b�i) =  R�

xi
 R�+ b�i

�n
i
 b�i =  0�

�n
i xi = 1

at order gn|
X

initial

Sz �
X

final

Sz |  n

K. Chiu, Lorcé, sjb

T = HI + HI
1

M2
initial �M2

intermediate + i✏
HI + · · ·



T-OddPseudo-

11-2001 
8624A06

S

current 
quark jet

final state 
interaction

spectator 
system

proton

e– 

!*

e– 

quark

Single-spin 
asymmetries

Leading Twist 
Sivers Effect

~Sp ·~q⇥~pq

 Hwang,  
Schmidt, sjb

Light-Front Wavefunction  
S and P- Waves!

QCD S- and P- 
Coulomb Phases 

--Wilson Line 

“Lensing Effect”

i

Collins, Burkardt, Ji, 
Yuan. Pasquini, ...

Leading-Twist 
Rescattering 

Violates pQCD 
Factorization!Sign reversal in DY!

 “Lensing” 
involves soft 

scales
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ANOMALOUS DRELL-YAN ASYMMETRY FROM

HADRONIC OR QCD VACUUM EFFECTS !

DANIËL BOER

Dept. of Physics and Astronomy,
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam,

De Boelelaan 1081, 1081 HV Amsterdam,

The Netherlands
E-mail: D.Boer@few.vu.nl

The anomalously large cos(2!) asymmetry measured in the Drell-Yan process is
discussed. Possible origins of this large deviation from the Lam-Tung relation are
considered with emphasis on the comparison of two particular proposals: one that
suggests it arises from a QCD vacuum e!ect and one that suggests it is a hadronic
e!ect. Experimental signatures distinguishing these e!ects are discussed.

1. Introduction

Azimuthal asymmetries in the unpolarized Drell-Yan (DY) process di!er-
ential cross section arise only in the following way

1

!

d!

d"
!

!

1 + " cos2 # + µ sin 2# cos$ +
%

2
sin2 # cos 2$

"

, (1)

where $ is the angle between the lepton and hadron planes in the lepton
center of mass frame (see Fig. 3 of Ref.1). In the parton model (order &0

s)
quark-antiquark annihilation yields " = 1, µ = % = 0. The leading order
(LO) perturbative QCD corrections (order &1

s) lead to µ "= 0, % "= 0 and
" "= 1, such that the so-called Lam-Tung relation 1 # " # 2% = 0 holds.
Beyond LO, small deviations from the Lam-Tung relation will arise. If one
defines the quantity ' $ # 1

4 (1 # " # 2%) as a measure of the deviation

from the Lam-Tung relation, it has been calculated2,3 that at order &2
s '

is small and negative: #' <
% 0.01, for values of the muon pair’s transverse

momentum QT of up to 3 GeV/c.
Surprisingly, the data is incompatible with the Lam-Tung relation and

with its small order-&2
s modification as well3. These data from CERN’s

NA10 Collaboration4,5 and Fermilab’s E615 Collaboration6 are for (!N &
µ+µ!X , with N = D and W . The (!-beam energies range from 140 GeV

!Talk presented at the International Workshop on Transverse Polarization Phenomena
in Hard Processes (Transversity 2005), Villa Olmo, Como, Italy, September 7-10, 2005

1

4

Nachtmann & Mirkes3 demonstrated that the diagonal elements H11 and
H22 can give rise to a deviation from the Lam-Tung relation:

! ! "
1

4
(1 " " " 2#) #

!

H22 " H11

1 + H33

"

. (5)

A simple assumption for the transverse momentum dependence of (H22 "
H11)/(1 + H33) produced a good fit to the data:

! = !0
Q4

T

Q4
T + m4

T

, with !0 = 0.17 and mT = 1.5 GeV. (6)

Note that for this Ansatz ! approaches a constant value (!0) for large QT .
In other words, the vacuum e!ect could persist out to large values of QT .
The Q2 dependence of the vacuum e!ect is not known, but there is also no
reason to assume that the spin correlation due to the QCD vacuum e!ect
has to decrease with increasing Q2.

3. Explanation as a hadronic e!ect

Usually if one assumes that factorization of soft and hard energy scales in
a hard scattering process occurs, one implicitly also assumes factorization
of the spin density matrix. In the present section this will indeed be as-
sumed, but another common assumption will be dropped, namely that of
collinear factorization. It will be investigated what happens if one allows for
transverse momentum dependent parton distributions (TMDs). The spin
density matrix of a noncollinear quark inside an unpolarized hadron can
be nontrivial. In other words, the transverse polarization of a noncollinear
quark inside an unpolarized hadron in principle can have a preferred direc-
tion and the TMD describing that situation is called h!

1
10. As pointed out

in Ref.1 nonzero h!
1 leads to a deviation from Lam-Tung relation. It o!ers

a parton model explanation of the DY data (i.e. with " = 1 and µ = 0):
! = !

2 $ h!
1 ($)h!

1 (N) . In this way a good fit to data was obtained
by assuming Gaussian transverse momentum dependence. The reason for
this choice of transverse momentum dependence is that in order to be con-
sistent with the factorization of the cross section in terms of TMDs, the
transverse momentum of partons should not introduce another large scale.
Therefore, explaining the Lam-Tung relation within this framework neces-
sarily implies that ! = !

2 % 0 for large QT . This o!ers a possible way to
distinguish between the hadronic e!ect and the QCD vacuum e!ect.

It may be good to mention that not only a fit of h!
1 to data has been

made (under certain assumptions), also several model calculations of h!
1

5

and some of its resulting asymmetries have been performed11,12,13, based
on the recent insight that T-odd TMDs like h!

1 arise from the gauge link.
In order to see the parton model expectation ! = !

2 ! 0 at large QT in
the data, one has to keep in mind that the pQCD contributions (that grow
as QT increases) will have to be subtracted. For ! perturbative corrections
arise at order "2

s, but for # already at order "s. To be specific, at large QT

hard gluon radiation (to first order in "s) gives rise to14

#(QT ) =
Q2

T

Q2 + 3
2Q2

T

. (7)

Due to this growing large-QT perturbative contribution the fall-o! of the
h!

1 contribution will not be visible directly from the behavior of # at large
QT . Therefore, in order to use # as function of QT to di!erentiate between
e!ects, it is necessary to subtract the calculable pQCD contributions. In
Fig. 3 an illustration of this point is given. The dashed curve corresponds

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
QT

Figure 3. Impression of possible contributions to ! as function of QT compared to DY
data of NA10 (for Q = 8 GeV). Dashed curve: contribution from perturbative one-gluon
radiation. Dotted curve: contribution from a nonzero h!

1 . Solid curve: their sum.

to the contribution of Eq. (7) at Q = 8 GeV. The dotted line is a pos-
sible, parton model level, contribution from h!

1 with Gaussian transverse
momentum dependence. Together these contributions yield the solid curve
(although strictly speaking it is not the case that one can simply add them,
since one is a noncollinear parton model contribution expected to be valid
for small QT and the other is an order-"s result within collinear factor-
ization expected to be valid at large QT ). The data are from the NA10
Collaboration for a pion beam energy of 194 GeV/c 5.

The Q2 dependence of the h!
1 contribution is not known to date. Only

the e!ect of resummation of soft gluon radiation on the h!
1 contribution to

Double Initial-State Interactions  
generate anomalous  

the differential cross section is written as

1

!

d!

d"
!
3

4#

1

$"3

#! 1"$ cos2%"& sin2% cos'"
(

2
sin2% cos 2' " .

)1*

These angular dependencies1 can all be generated by pertur-

bative QCD corrections where, for instance, initial quarks

radiate off high energy gluons into the final state. Such a

perturbative QCD calculation at next-to-leading order leads

to $+1,&+0,(+0 at a very small transverse momentum of

the lepton pair. More generally, the Lam-Tung relation 1

$$$2(!0 ,17- is expected to hold at order .s and the

relation is hardly modified by next-to-leading order (.s
2) per-

turbative QCD corrections ,18-. However, this relation is not
satisfied by the experimental data ,13,14-. The Drell-Yan
data show remarkably large values of ( , reaching values of
about 30% at transverse momenta of the lepton pair between

2 and 3 GeV )for Q2!m/*
2 !(4$12 GeV)2 and extracted in

the Collins-Soper frame ,19- to be discussed below*. These
large values of ( are not compatible with $+1 as also seen
in the data.

A number of explanations have been put forward, such as

a higher twist effect ,20,21-, following the ideas of Berger
and Brodsky ,22-. In Ref. ,20- the higher twist effect is mod-
eled using an asymptotic pion distribution amplitude, and it

appears to fall short in explaining the large values of ( .
In Ref. ,18- factorization-breaking correlations between

the incoming quarks are assumed and modeled in order to

account for the large cos 2' dependence. Here the correla-

tions are both in the transverse momentum and the spin of

the quarks. In Ref. ,6- this idea was applied in a factorized
approach ,23- involving the chiral-odd partner of the Sivers
effect, which is the transverse momentum dependent distri-

bution function called h1
! . From this point of view, the large

cos 2' azimuthal dependence can arise at leading order, i.e.

it is unsuppressed, from a product of two such distribution

functions. It offers a natural explanation for the large cos 2'
azimuthal dependence, but at the same time also for the

small cos' dependence, since chiral-odd functions can only

occur in pairs. The function h1
! is a quark helicity-flip matrix

element and must therefore occur accompanied by another

helicity flip. In the unpolarized Drell-Yan process this can

only be a product of two h1
! functions. Since this implies a

change by two units of angular momentum, it does not con-

tribute to a cos' asymmetry. In the present paper we will

discuss this scenario in terms of initial-state interactions,

which can generate a nonzero function h1
! .

We would also like to point out the experimental obser-

vation that the cos 2' dependence as observed by the NA10

Collaboration does not seem to show a strong dependence on

A, i.e. there was no significant difference between the deute-

rium and tungsten targets. Hence, it is unlikely that the asym-

metry originates from nuclear effects, and we shall assume it

to be associated purely with hadronic effects. We refer to

Ref. ,24- for investigations of nuclear enhancements.
We compute the function h1

!(x ,p!
2 ) and the resulting

cos 2' asymmetry explicitly in a quark-scalar diquark model
for the proton with an initial-state gluon interaction. In this

model h1
!(x ,p!

2 ) equals the T-odd )chiral-even* Sivers effect
function f 1T

! (x ,p!
2 ). Hence, assuming the cos 2' asymmetry

of the unpolarized Drell-Yan process does arise from non-

zero, large h1
! , this asymmetry is expected to be closely

related to the single-spin asymmetries in the SIDIS and the

Drell-Yan process, since each of these effects can arise from

the same underlying mechanism.

The Fermilab Tevatron and BNL Relativistic Heavy Ion

Collider )RHIC* should both be able to investigate azimuthal
asymmetries such as the cos 2' dependence. Since polarized
proton beams are available, RHIC will be able to measure

single-spin asymmetries as well. Unfortunately, one might

expect that the cos 2' dependence in pp!!!̄X )measurable
at RHIC* is smaller than for the process #$N!&"&$X ,

since in the former process there are no valence antiquarks

present. In this sense, the cleanest extraction of h1
! would be

from pp̄!!!̄X .

III. CROSS SECTION CALCULATION

In this section we will assume nonzero h1
! and discuss the

calculation of the leading order unpolarized Drell-Yan cross

section )given in Ref. ,6- with slightly different notation*

d!)h1h2!!!̄X *

d"dx1dx2d
2q!

!
.2

3Q2 0
a , ā

ea
2# A)y *F , f 1 f̄ 1-

"B)y *cos)2'*F $ )2ĥ•p!ĥ•k!

$p!•k!*
h1

!h̄1
!

M 1M 2
% & . )2*

This is expressed in the so-called Collins-Soper frame ,19-,
for which one chooses the following set of normalized vec-

tors )for details see, e.g. ,25-*:

t̂1q/Q , )3*

ẑ1
x1

Q
P̃1$

x2

Q
P̃2, )4*

ĥ1q! /Q!!)q$x1P1$x2P2*/Q! , )5*

where P̃ i1Pi$q/(2xi), Pi are the momenta of the two in-

coming hadrons and q is the four momentum of the virtual

photon or, equivalently, of the lepton pair. This can be related

to standard Sudakov decompositions of these momenta

1We neglect sin' and sin 2' dependencies, since these are of

higher order in .s ,15,16- and are expected to be small.

BOER, BRODSKY, AND HWANG PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 054003 )2003*

054003-2

Drell-Yan planar correlations 

Double ISI

Hard gluon radiation

⇥(QT )

Q = 8GeV

Conformal behavior: Q4F1(Q2)⇥ const

Conformal behavior: Q2F⇤(Q2)⇥ const

�s(Q2) ⇤ constant at small Q2.

Q4F1(Q2) ⇤ constant

If �s(Q�2) ⇤ constant

⇥(QT )

Q = 8GeV

Conformal behavior: Q4F1(Q2)⇥ const

Conformal behavior: Q2F⇤(Q2)⇥ const

�s(Q2) ⇤ constant at small Q2.

Q4F1(Q2) ⇤ constant

If �s(Q�2) ⇤ constant

⇤(QT )

Q = 8GeV

⌅N ⇥ µ+µ�X NA10

Conformal behavior: Q4F1(Q2)⇥ const

Conformal behavior: Q2F⌅(Q2)⇥ const

�s(Q2) ⇤ constant at small Q2.

Q4F1(Q2) ⇤ constant

Violates Lam-Tung relation!

Boer, Hwang, sjb
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ANOMALOUS DRELL-YAN ASYMMETRY FROM

HADRONIC OR QCD VACUUM EFFECTS !

DANIËL BOER

Dept. of Physics and Astronomy,
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam,

De Boelelaan 1081, 1081 HV Amsterdam,

The Netherlands
E-mail: D.Boer@few.vu.nl

The anomalously large cos(2!) asymmetry measured in the Drell-Yan process is
discussed. Possible origins of this large deviation from the Lam-Tung relation are
considered with emphasis on the comparison of two particular proposals: one that
suggests it arises from a QCD vacuum e!ect and one that suggests it is a hadronic
e!ect. Experimental signatures distinguishing these e!ects are discussed.

1. Introduction

Azimuthal asymmetries in the unpolarized Drell-Yan (DY) process di!er-
ential cross section arise only in the following way

1

!

d!

d"
!

!

1 + " cos2 # + µ sin 2# cos$ +
%

2
sin2 # cos 2$

"

, (1)

where $ is the angle between the lepton and hadron planes in the lepton
center of mass frame (see Fig. 3 of Ref.1). In the parton model (order &0

s)
quark-antiquark annihilation yields " = 1, µ = % = 0. The leading order
(LO) perturbative QCD corrections (order &1

s) lead to µ "= 0, % "= 0 and
" "= 1, such that the so-called Lam-Tung relation 1 # " # 2% = 0 holds.
Beyond LO, small deviations from the Lam-Tung relation will arise. If one
defines the quantity ' $ # 1

4 (1 # " # 2%) as a measure of the deviation

from the Lam-Tung relation, it has been calculated2,3 that at order &2
s '

is small and negative: #' <
% 0.01, for values of the muon pair’s transverse

momentum QT of up to 3 GeV/c.
Surprisingly, the data is incompatible with the Lam-Tung relation and

with its small order-&2
s modification as well3. These data from CERN’s

NA10 Collaboration4,5 and Fermilab’s E615 Collaboration6 are for (!N &
µ+µ!X , with N = D and W . The (!-beam energies range from 140 GeV

!Talk presented at the International Workshop on Transverse Polarization Phenomena
in Hard Processes (Transversity 2005), Villa Olmo, Como, Italy, September 7-10, 2005

1

PQCD Factorization (Lam Tung):

small 
scale



Truth is stranger than fiction, but it is 
because Fiction is obliged to stick to 
possibilities.        —Mark Twain 

• Although we know the QCD Lagrangian, we have 
only begun to understand its remarkable 
properties and features.

• Novel QCD Phenomena: hidden color, color 
transparency, strangeness asymmetry, intrinsic 
charm, anomalous heavy quark phenomena,  
anomalous spin effects, Sivers single-spin 
asymmetries, odderon, diffractive deep 
inelastic scattering, shadowing, antishadowing,

• Nuclear PDFs: OPE invalid - no sum rules
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On the elimination of scale ambiguities in perturbative quantum chromodynamics

Stanley J. Brodsky
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

and Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford Unioersity, Stanford, California 94305*

G. Peter Lepage
Institute for Aduanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

and Laboratory ofNuclear Studies, Cornell Unioersity, Ithaca, New York I4853*

Paul B.Mackenzie
Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois 6D51D
(Received 23 November 1982)

We present a new method for resolving the scheme-scale ambiguity that has plagued perturbative
analyses in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and other gauge theories. For aphelian theories the
method reduces to the standard criterion that only vacuum-polarization insertions contribute to the
effective coupling constant. Given a scheme, our procedure automatically determines the coupling-
constant scale appropriate to a particular process. This leads to a new criterion for the convergence
of perturbative expansions in QCD. We examine a number of well known reactions in QCD, and
find that perturbation theory converges well for all processes other than the gluonic width of the Y.
Our analysis calls into question recent determinations of the QCD coupling constant based upon Y
decay.

I. INTRODUCTION

tr, '(Q)+ C2(Q), + . .

The coefficients C;(Q) depend both upon the exact defini-
tion of the running coupling constant a, (Q) (i.e., the
"scheme" ) and upon the choice of scale Q. When working
to all orders in ct, (Q) the choice of scheme and scale is ir-
relevant; the coefficients C;(Q) are defined so that p is the
same for all choices. However, this freedom can be a seri-
ous source of confusion in finite-order analyses. Indeed,
when working to first order, one can set Ci(Q) to any
value simply by redefining a, or by changing Q. This
coefficient seems meaningless here. In particular, it seems
to give no indication of the convergence of the expansion.
This question is of critical importance in testing QCD,
since a, is rather large ( -0.1—0.3) at current energies. It
is quite likely that perturbation theory will fail completely
for some processes. Such processes must be identified.
The potential difficulties are well illustrated in low-

energy quantum electrodynainics (QED), where, for exatn-
ple, the electron anomaly has a very convergent expansion,

ge —2
ae 2

2
1—O.657—+2.352+

A major ambiguity in the interpretation of perturbative
expansions in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is in the
choice of an expansion parameter. In general, QCD pre-
dictions for some measurable quantity p have the form

r

tr, (Q)p= Coa, (Q) 1+C, (Q)

while the expansion for orthopositronium decay is much
less convergent:

ro p,——ro 1—10.3—+CX

7T

The difference in convergence rate here is not an artifact
due to a bad choice of scheme or scale; the first-order
coefficients in these expansions should not be absorbed
into a redefinition of a since the running coupling con-
stant for QED does not run at these energies. '

While numerous schemes have been studied [minimal
subtraction (MS), modified minimal subtraction (MS),
momentum subtraction (MOM}], little has been done to
resolve the scale ambiguity in QCD. In this paper we in-
troduce an automatic procedure for determining the
coupling-constant scale appropriate to a particular pro-
cess. Given a scheme, this results in a new criterion for
the convergence of perturbative expansions in QCD by
unambiguously fixing the expansion coefficient Ci(Q) in
Eq. (1) for a given process; perturbation theory cannot be
trusted when Ci (Q)ct, (Q}/m. & 1. Furthermore, the
coupling-constant scale can be determined without com-
puting all higher-order corrections. Thus leading-order
analyses in QCD can be meant ngfully compa'red with ex
peri ments.
In Sec. II, we outline our basic approach as applied to

QED (i.e., Abelian theories). We define the running cou-
pling constant ct(Q) for QED to include all contributions
due to vacuum-polarization insertions in the photon prop-
agator. This is the only natural choice since the variation
of the effective coupling in QED is due to vacuum polari-
zation alone. The coupling-constant scale Q* best suited
to a particular process in a given order can be determined
simply by computing the vacuum-polarization insertions
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Electron-Electron Scattering in QED

t u

This is very important!

This is very important!

This is very important!

This is very important!

↵(t) = ↵(0)
1�⇧(t)

↵(t) = ↵(t0)
1�⇧(t,t0)

Gell-Mann--Low Effective Charge
• Dressed Photon Propagator sums all β (vacuum polarization) contributions, 

proper and improper 

⇧(t, t0) =
⇧(t)�⇧(to)

1�⇧(t0)↵(t) =
↵(t0)

1�⇧(t, t0)
• Initial Scale Choice t0 is Arbitrary! 

• Any renormalization scheme can be used ↵(t)! ↵MS(e�
5
3 t)
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• No renormalization scale ambiguity in QED!   

• Gauge Invariant.  Dressed photon propagator 

• Sums all vacuum polarization, proper and improper  

• All non-zero beta terms into running coupling.   This is the purpose of the 
running coupling! 

• Two separate physical scales: t, u = photon virtuality 

• If one chooses a different initial scale, one must sum an infinite number 
of graphs 

• Number of active leptons correctly set  

• Analytic: reproduces correct behavior at lepton mass thresholds 

• No renormalization scale ambiguity!    

Electron-Electron Scattering in QED

t u



Principle of Maximum Conformality (PMC)



• Rigorously Eliminates renormalization scale ambiguities for 
pQCD and SM predictions

• Predictions are independent of scheme and initial scale choice

• Convergent conformal series: No “renormalons” 

• Consistent with Gell-Mann Low for QED

• Eliminates many outstanding conflicts of pQCD with 
experiment

• Maximizes sensitivity of LHC measurements to new physics

BLM/PMC

Cn ∼ αn
s βn

on!

α(t) =
α(to)

1 − Π(t, t0)

Principle of Maximum Conformality

↵s(q2) sums all � terms



limNC ⇥ 0 at fixed � = CF�s, n⌥ = nF/CF

e+e� ⇥ p⇤ p

QCD ⇥ Abelian Gauge Theory

limNC ⇥ 0 at fixed � = CF�s, n⌥ = nF/CF

e+e� ⇥ p⇤ p

Huet, sjbAnalytic Feature of 
SU(Nc) Gauge Theory

CF =
N2

C − 1
2NC



Essential Points

• Physical Results cannot depend on choice of Scheme

• Different PMC scales at each order

• No scale ambiguity!

• Series identical to conformal theory

• Relation between observables scheme independent, 
transitive

• Choice of initial scale irrelevant even at finite order

• Identify β terms using Rδ method  



BLM/PMC Renormalization scale depends on the thrust
Not constant !

e+e− → Z → q q g + ⋯

S.-Q. Wang, L. Di Giustino,   
X.-G. Wu, sjb

T. Gehrmann, N. H äfliger,       
P. F. Monni

μR(GeV)

e−

Z0e+

BLM



S.-Q. Wang, L. Di Giustino, X.-G. Wu, sjb

T. Gehrmann, N. H äfliger, P. F. Monni

Conventional scale

BLM-PMC scale

Principle of Maximum Conformality (PMC)
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FIG. 2. The PMC scale for the C-parameter. As a compar-
ison, the scale µr =

p
s using conventional scale-setting and

the PMC scale in QED are also presented.

fixed at µr =
p
s, the PMC scale is determined by ab-

sorbing the � terms of the pQCD series into the coupling
constant. The resulting PMC scale is not a single value,
but it monotonously increases with the value of C, re-
flecting the increasing virtuality of the QCD dynamics.
Thus, simply fixing the scale at µr =

p
s obviously vio-

lates the physical behavior of the C-parameter distribu-
tion. In addition, the number of active flavors nf changes
with the value of C according to the PMC scale. More
explicitly, the PMC scale in the 0 < C < 0.75 region is
presented in Fig.(2). The LO contribution vanishes in
the 0.75 < C < 1 region; the NLO PMC scale is deter-
mined in this domain by using the NNLO contribution.
Near the two-jet region, the quarks and gluons have soft
virtuality, and the PMC renormalization scale becomes
small. The pQCD theory thus becomes unreliable in this
domain. The dynamics of the PMC scale thus signals the
correct physical behavior in the two-jet region. The cor-
rect physical behavior for event shapes was also obtained
in Refs.[30, 31]. Soft collinear e↵ective theory also deter-
mines the C-parameter distribution at di↵erent energy
scales [32].

Since the renormalization scale is simply set as µr =p
s when using conventional scale setting, only one value

of ↵s at scale
p
s can be extracted. In contrast, since

the PMC scale varies with the value of the event shape
C, we can extract ↵s(Q2) over a wide range of Q2 us-
ing the experimental data at a single energy of

p
s. By

adopting a method similar to [33], we have determined
↵s(Q2) bin-by-bin from the comparison of PMC predic-
tions with measurements at

p
s = MZ ; see Fig.(3). The

results for ↵s(Q2) in the range 3 GeV < Q < 11 GeV are
in excellent agreement with the world average evaluated
from ↵s(M2

Z) [1]. Since the PMC method eliminates the
renormalization scale uncertainty, the extracted ↵s(Q2)
is not plagued by any uncertainty from the choice of µr.
The results for ↵s(Q2) obtained from the thrust observ-
able using the PMC are consistent with the results using
the C distribution [27]. Thus, PMC scale-setting pro-

s ! MZ
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Q !GeV"

"
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Q
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FIG. 3. The coupling constant ↵s(Q
2) extracted by compar-

ing PMC predictions with the ALEPH data [28] at a single
energy of

p
s = MZ from the C-parameter distributions in the

MS scheme. The error bars are the squared averages of the
experimental and theoretical errors. The three lines are the
world average evaluated from ↵s(M

2
Z) = 0.1181± 0.0011 [1].

vides a remarkable way to verify the running of ↵s(Q2)
from event shapes measured at a single energy of

p
s.

The di↵erential distributions of event shapes are af-
flicted with large logarithms in the two-jet region. Thus,
the comparison of QCD predictions with experimental
data and then the extracted ↵s values are restricted in
the region where the leading-twist pQCD theory is able
to describe the data well. Choosing di↵erent domains of
the distributions leads to di↵erent values of ↵s. Noted
that the mean value of event shapes,

hyi =
Z y0

0

y

�h

d�

dy
dy, (3)

where y0 is the kinematically allowed upper limit of the
y variable, involves an integration over the full phase
space, it thus provides an important platform to com-
plement the di↵erential distributions and to determinate
↵s. Currently, the pQCD predictions even up to NNLO
QCD corrections [34, 35] based on conventional scale set-
ting substantially deviate from measurements.
In contrast to fixing the scale µr =

p
s using conven-

tional scale-setting, we obtain the PMC scales

µpmc

r |h1�T i = 0.0695
p
s, and µpmc

r
|hCi = 0.0656

p
s,

after using the PMC to the mean values for the thrust
and C-parameter, respectively. The PMC scales satisfy
µpmc
r ⌧

p
s. We note that the analysis of Ref.[28] using

conventional scale setting leads to an anomalously large
value of ↵s, showing that a correct description for the
mean values can be obtained by setting µr ⌧

p
s.

When taking
p
s = MZ = 91.1876 GeV, the PMC

scales are µpmc
r |h1�T i = 6.3 GeV and µpmc

r |hCi = 6.0
GeV for the thrust and C-parameter, respectively. The
PMC scales of the di↵erential distributions for the thrust
and C-parameter are also very small. The average of the
PMC scales hµpmc

r i of the di↵erential distributions for

2

14] provides a systematic way to eliminate the renormal-
ization scheme-and-scale ambiguities. The PMC scales
are fixed by absorbing the � terms that govern the be-
havior of the running coupling via the Renormalization
Group Equation (RGE). Since the PMC predictions do
not depend on the choice of the renormalization scheme,
PMC scale setting satisfies the principles of RGI [15–17].
Since � terms do not appear in the pQCD series after
the PMC, there is no renormalon divergence. The PMC
method extends the Brodsky-Lepage-Mackenzie (BLM)
scale-setting method [18] to all orders and reduces in the
Abelian limit to the Gell-Mann-Low method [8].

In this paper, we will apply the PMC to make compre-
hensive analyses for two classic event shapes: the thrust
(T ) [19, 20] and the C-parameter (C) [21, 22]. The PMC
renormalization scale depends dynamically on the virtu-
ality of the underlying quark and gluon subprocess and
thus the specific kinematics of each event. We then can
determine ↵s(Q2) over a large range of Q2 by comparing
the PMC predictions with the experimental data.

The thrust and C-parameter are defined as

T = max
~n

✓P
i |~pi · ~n|P
i |~pi|

◆
, (1)

C =
3

2

P
i,j |~pi||~pj | sin

2 ✓ij

(
P

i |~pi|)
2

, (2)

where ~pi denotes the three-momentum of particle i. For
the thrust, the unit vector ~n is varied to define the thrust
direction ~nT by maximizing the sum on the right-hand
side. For the C-parameter, ✓ij is the angle between ~pi
and ~pj . The range of values is 1/2  T  1 for the
thrust, and for the C-parameter it is 0  C  1.

For our numerical computations, we use the EVENT2
program [23] to precisely calculate the perturbative co-
e�cients at the next-to-leading order (NLO). The per-
turbative coe�cients at the next-to-next-to-leading or-
der (NNLO) can be calculated using the EERAD3 pro-
gram [24], and are checked using the results of Ref.[25].
We use the RunDec program [26] to evaluate the MS
scheme running coupling from ↵s(MZ) = 0.1181 [1].

A detailed PMC analysis for the thrust T has been
given in Ref.[27]. We calculate the C-parameter follow-
ing a similar procedure and present di↵erential distribu-
tions of the C-parameter at

p
s = MZ in Fig.(1). In the

case of conventional scale setting, Fig.(1) shows that the
conventional predictions – even up to NNLO QCD cor-
rections – substantially deviate from the precise experi-
mental data. The conventional predictions are plagued
by the scale uncertainty. Since the variation of the scale
is only sensitive to the � terms, the estimate of unknown
higher-order terms by varying µr 2 [

p
s/2, 2

p
s] is unreli-

able: the NLO calculation does not overlap with the LO
prediction, and the NNLO calculation does not overlap
with NLO prediction. In addition, the perturbative series
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FIG. 1. The C-parameter di↵erential distributions using con-
ventional (Conv.) and PMC scale settings at

p
s = MZ .

The dot-dashed, dashed and dotted lines are the conventional
scale-fixed results at LO, NLO and NNLO [24, 25], respec-
tively, and the corresponding error bands are obtained by
varying µr 2 [MZ/2, 2MZ ]. The solid line is the PMC result,
and its error band is the squared averages of the errors for
↵s(MZ) = 0.1181 ± 0.0011 [1] and the estimated unknown
higher-order contributions ±0.2 Cn. The data is taken from
the ALEPH [28] experiment.

for the C-parameter distribution shows slow convergence
because of the renormalon divergence.
In contrast, Fig.(1) shows that PMC prediction for the

C-parameter distribution is in excellent agreement with
the experimental data. There is some deviation near
the two-jet and multi-jet regions which is expected since
pQCD becomes unreliable due to the presence of large
logarithms in those kinematic regions. The resummation
of large logarithms is thus required, a topic which has
been extensively studied in the literature.
It should be emphasized that PMC eliminates the scale

µr uncertainty; the estimate of unknown higher-order
terms obtained by varying µr 2 [

p
s/2, 2

p
s] is not appli-

cable to PMC predictions. An estimate of the unknown
higher-order contributions can be characterized by the
convergence of the perturbative series and the magnitude
of the last-known higher-order term. We note that the
relative magnitude of the corrections for the C-parameter
distribution is CLO : CNLO : CNNLO ⇠ 1 : 0.5 : 0.2 [29] in
the intermediate region using conventional scale setting.
After using the PMC, the relative magnitude at NLO is
improved to be CLO : CNLO ⇠ 1 : 0.2. The error estimate
of an nth-order calculation can be characterized by the
last known term; i.e., ±Cn, where n stands for LO, NLO,
NNLO, · · ·. After applying the PMC, the unknown Cn+1

term can be estimated using ±0.2Cn if one assumes that
the relative magnitude of the unknown (n + 1)th-order
term is the same as that of the known nth-order term;
i.e., Cn+1/Cn = Cn/Cn�1. The resulting PMC error bar
for the C-parameter distribution is presented in Fig.(1).
This estimate of the unknown higher-order terms is nat-
ural for a convergent perturbative series.
Unlike conventional scale-setting, where the scale is

Renormalization scale depends on the C-parameter

e+e− → Z → qq̄g + ⋯

S.-Q. Wang, L. Di Giustino,   
X.-G. Wu, sjb

MS scheme

GM − L scheme



PMC scale

Conventional scale

Principle of Maximum Conformality (PMC)



Determine QCD running coupling from  
measurement of the  

thrust distribution at one energy!

e+e− → Z0 → q q g + ⋯

S.-Q. Wang, L. Di Giustino, X.-G. Wu, SJB

αMS
s (Q2)



e+e− → Z0 → q q g + ⋯

S.-Q. Wang, L. Di Giustino, X.-G. Wu, SJB

Determine QCD running coupling from  
measurement of the thrust T and the 

C-distribution at one energy!

A new way to measure  αs(Q2)

αMS
s (Q2)
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Probability (QED) � 1
M4

�

Probability (QCD) � 1
M2

Q

Proton Self Energy  
Intrinsic Heavy Quarks

Collins, Ellis, Gunion, Mueller, sjb 
M. Polyakov, et al. 

• Collins, Ellis, Gunion, Mueller, sjb; 

Fixed LF time

Q

Q

Rigorous OPE Analysis

Hoyer, Peterson, Sakai, sjb

QED: light-by-light  
scattering



p p

Probability (QED) � 1
M4

�

Probability (QCD) � 1
M2

Q

Proton 5-quark Fock State : 
Intrinsic Heavy Quarks

Collins, Ellis, Gunion, Mueller, sjb 
Polyakov, et al. 

 

Fixed LF time

xQ � (m2
Q + k2

�)1/2

Q

Q

QCD predicts  
Intrinsic Heavy 

Quarks at high x!

Minimal off-
shellness!

Use AdS/QCD LFWF
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g ! QQ̄ at low x: High M2
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Color confinement potential from AdS/QCD
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Properties of  Non-Perturbative 
Five-Quark Fock-State

• Dominant configuration: mininum off-
shell:  same rapidity

• Heavy quarks have most of the LF 
momentum  

• Correlated with proton quantum 
numbers

• Duality with meson-baryon channels

• strangeness asymmetry at x > 0.1

• Maximally energy efficient

u
d

u
Q̄
Q

P+ = P0 + Pz

Fixed ⌅ = t + z/c

xi = k+

P+ = k0+k3

P0+Pz

⇧(⇤, b�)

⇥ = d�s(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

< xQ > ∝ m2
Q + k2

⊥

B.-Q. Ma, sjb
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with N! defined in (40). In the conformal limit, !M2 ! 0,
we have R ! 8

9. Incorporating quark masses,!M2
" ! 1.96#,

we have R ! 0.80. This small-x behavior leads to the
condition Is ! "1 " R#$ from Eq. (70). Together with
$ ! Ns we have the condition

Ns # $ #
1

1 " R
Is: "76#

Because the ratio q!!5"x#=q!!6"x# is monotonically
increasing, the condition (76) ensures s"x# ! 0 and
s̄"x# ! 0 over the full range of x.
The solution which minimizes the strange sea probability

corresponds to $ ! Ns and Is ! "1 " R#Ns with longi-
tudinal quark distributions

s"x# ! Nsq!!5"x# $ "Is " Ns#q!!6"x#; "77#

s̄"x# ! Isq!!6"x#: "78#

We show in Fig. 7 the holographic results for the individual
quark distributions s"x# and s̄"x#. The results correspond to
the lower bound Is ! 0.92%. As we discussed in Sec. II,
the strange distribution s"x# should have its support for

larger values of the longitudinal momentum x, as compared
with s̄"x#, to lead to negative s"x# " s̄"x# asymmetry at
small-x and to a positive asymmetry at large-x. This
important property is verified for the holographic quark
distributions shown in Fig. 7. One can observe in Fig. 7
(left) that the high-twist suppression at large-x from local
counting rules is significant for the s"x# leading-twist-5
distribution above x $ 0.7 and for the s̄"x# twist-6 distri-
bution above x $ 0.6.
The positive form factor Fs

1"Q2# obtained from the
lattice calculations [5,6], shown in Fig. 2, requires that
the strange quarks are more concentrated at small trans-
verse separation compared with the antistrange quarks (See
Sec. II). As shown in Fig. 8 this is indeed the case for the
LFHQCD results computed from the coordinate space
transverse distribution given by Eq. (18).

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have demonstrated that a nonzero
strangeness contribution to the spacelike electromagnetic
form factor of the nucleon Fs

1"Q2# % 0 implies a strange-
antistrange asymmetry in the nucleon’s light-front wave
function and thus in the nucleon PDF.

FIG. 7. The distributions xs"x# (continuous curves) and xs̄"x# (dashed curves) correspond to the minimum intrinsic strange probability
Is ! 0.2Ns with Ns ! 0.047,

!!!
#

p
! 0.534 GeV, and M2

" ! 1.96#. The results with massless quarks are included for comparison.

FIG. 8. Light-front holographic results for the asymmetric strange and antistrange quark distributions in transverse coordinate space
corresponding to the minimum possible intrinsic strange probability.
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Input: nonzero lattice axial form factor

R. S. Sufian, T.Liu, de Teramond, Dosch, Deur, Islam, Ma, sjb

Duality with  meson-nucleon fluctuations|KΛ >
B.-Q. Ma, sjb
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Evidence for Intrinsic Charm

Measurement of Charm Structure Function! 

DGLAP / Photon-Gluon Fusion: factor of 30 too small

factor of 30 !

Two Components (separate evolution):

c(x,Q2) = c(x, Q2)extrinsic + c(x, Q2)intrinsic

gluon splitting 
(DGLAP)

 New Analysis:
R.D. Ball, et al. [NNPDF Collaboration],

  “A Determination of the Charm Content 
of the Proton,''

  arXiv:1605.06515 [hep-ph].

< xcc̄ >p' 1%

x c(x,Q)

EMC



LFHQCD

Intrinsic charm in the proton

(For Stan and Paul from R. S. Sufian and T. Liu)

• S. J. Brodsky, P. Hoyer, C. Peterson, N. Sakai,

The intrinsic charm of the proton (1980)

• First lattice QCD computation of the the charm quark EM form factors with three gauge ensembles

(one at the physical pion mass)

• Nonperturbative (minimal) intrinsic charm asymmetry c(x) � c(x) computed from LFHQCD analysis

PRELIMINARY

Stan’s Fest, CERN, 6 February 2020
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Coalescence of Comoving Charm and Valence Quarks
Produce J/ψ, Λc and other Charm Hadrons at High xF

X

Spectator counting rules 
dN

dxF
/ (1� xF )2nspect�1

Coalesece of comovers produces high xF heavy hadrons

⇤c  H(xi,~k?i,�i)

LFWF maximum at equal rapidity

maximum at minimal invariant mass  

High xF hadrons combine most of the comovers, fewest spectators

—> Asymmetries of leading hadrons 
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Fig. 3. The fi# pair distributions are shown in (a) and (c) for the 

pion and proton projectiles. Similarly, the distributions of J/$‘s 

from the pairs are shown in (b) and (d). Our calculations are 

compared with the n-N data at 150 and 280 GeV/c [ I]. The 

x++, distributions are normalized to the number of pairs from both 

pion beams (a) and the number of pairs from the 400 GeV proton 

measurement (c) The number of single J/e’s is twice the number 

of pairs. 

x+ = ~it,/pt,~a~ in Fig. 3. The +$ pair distributions 

are shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(c) and the associated 

the single J/I) distributions in pair events are shown 

in Fig. 3(b) and 3(d) . Both are normalized to the 

data with the single J/r/ normalization twice that of 

the pair. 

4. Other tests of the intrinsic heavy quark 

mechanism 

The intrinsic charm model provides a natural expla- 

nation of double J/e hadroproduction and thus gives 

strong phenomenological support for the presence of 

intrinsic heavy quark states in hadrons. While the gen- 

eral agreement with the intrinsic charm model is quite 

good, the excess events at medium xlfi~l suggests that 

intrinsic charm may not be the only @$ QCD produc- 

tion mechanism present or that the model parameteri- 

zation with a constant vertex function is too oversim- 

plified. The x,++,+ distributions can also be affected by 

the A dependence. Additional mechanisms, including 

an update of previous models [ 3-71, will be presented 

in a separate paper [ 81. 

The intrinsic heavy quark model can also be used to 

predict the features of heavier quarkonium hadropro- 

duction, such as YY, Y$, and (6~) (Eb) pairs. Using 

fib = 4.6 GeV, we find that the single Y and YY pair 

x distributions are similar to the equivalent I,& distri- 

butions. The average mass, (MYY), is 21.4 GeV for 

pion projectiles and 21.7 GeV for a proton, a few GeV 

above threshold, 2my = 18.9 GeV. The xy@ pair distri- 

butions are also similar to the +@ distributions but we 

note that (xy) = 0.44 and (xe) = 0.30 from a l&fcCbb) 

configuration and (xy) = 0.39 and (x$) = 0.27 from 

a luudc&) configuration. Here (MY@) = 14.9 GeV 

with a pion projectile and 15.2 GeV with a proton, 

again a few GeV above threshold, my + rn+ = 12.6 

GeV. 

It is clearly important for the double J/+ measure- 

ments to be repeated with higher statistics and also at 

higher energies. The same intrinsic Fock states will 

also lead to the production of multi-charmed baryons 

in the proton fragmentation region. It is also interesting 

to study the correlations of the heavy quarkonium pairs 

to search for possible new four-quark bound states and 

final state interactions generated by multiple gluon ex- 

change [ 71. It has been suggested that such QCD Van 

der Waals interactions could be anomalously strong at 

low relative rapidity [ 22,231. 

There are many ways in which the intrinsic heavy 

quark content of light hadrons can be tested. More 

measurements of the charm and bottom structure func- 

tions at large XF are needed to confirm the EMC data 

[ 151. Charm production in the proton fragmentation 

region in deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering is sen- 

sitive to the hidden charm in the proton wavefunction. 

The presence of intrinsic heavy quarks in the hadron 

wavefunction also enhances heavy flavor production 

in hadronic interactions near threshold. More gener- 

ally, the intrinsic heavy quark model leads to enhanced 

open and hidden heavy quark production and leading 

particle correlations at high XF in hadron collisions 

with a distinctive strongly-shadowed nuclear depen- 

dence characteristic of soft hadronic collisions. 
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[ 121. For soft interactions at momentum scale CL, the 

intrinsic heavy quark cross section is suppressed by a 

resolving factor cc &2/m; [ 131. 

There is substantial circumstantial evidence for the 

existence of intrinsic CL! states in light hadrons. For ex- 

ample, the charm structure function of the proton mea- 

sured by EMC is significantly larger than predicted by 

photon-gluon fusion at large XBj [ 151. Leading charm 

production in TN and hyperon-N collisions also re- 

quires a charm source beyond leading twist [ 13,161. 

The NA3 experiment has also shown that the single 

J/$ cross section at large XF is greater than expected 

from gg and q?j production [ 171. Additionally, intrin- 

sic charm may account for the anomalous longitudi- 

nal polarization of the J/+4 at large XF [ 181 seen in 

?rN -+ J/+X interactions. 

Over a sufficiently short time, the pion can contain 

Fock states of arbitrary complexity. For example, two 

intrinsic CC pairs may appear simultaneously in the 

quantum fluctuations of the projectile wavefunction 

and then, freed in an energetic interaction, coalesce 

to form a pair of I,!J’s. We shall estimate the creation 
-- 

probability of ~~vcccc) Fock states, where nv = &I for 

7~- and nv = uud for proton projectiles, assuming that 

all of the double J/I,~ events arise from these configu- 

rations. We then examine the x+$ and invariant mass 

distributions of the $$ pairs and the x,,+ distribution 

for the single $‘s arising from these Fock states. 

2. Intrinsic charm Fock states 

The probability distribution for a general n-particle 

intrinsic CC Fock state as a function of x and kr is 

written as 

(1) 

where N,, normalizes the Fock state probability. In 

the model, the vertex function in the intrinsic charm 

wavefunction is assumed to be relatively slowly vary- 

ing; the particle distributions are then controlled by the 

light-cone energy denominator and phase space. This 

form for the higher Fock wavefunctions generalizes 

for an arbitrary number of light and heavy quark com- 

ponents. The Fock states containing charmed quarks 

can be materialized by a soft collision in the target 

which brings the state on shell. The distribution of 

produced open and hidden charm states will reflect the 

underlying shape of the Fock state wavefunction. 

The invariant mass of a c.? pair, M,, from such a 

Fock state is 

(2) 

where n = 4 and 5 is the number of partons in the 

lowest lying meson and baryon intrinsic CC Fock states. 

The probability to produce a J/(/I from an intrinsic 

CT state is proportional to the fraction of intrinsic ci? 

production below the Or, threshold. The fraction of 

CC pairs with 2m, < MC? < 2rno is 

The ratio fc~jr is approximately 15% larger than fc~iP 

for 1.2 < m, < 1.8 GeV. However, not all c?‘s pro- 

duced below the DB threshold will produce a final- 

state J/S. We include two suppression factors to es- 

timate J/q5 production, one reflecting the number of 

quarkonium channels available with McT < 2rno and 

one for the c and C to coalesce with each other rather 

than combine with valence quarks to produce open 

charm states. The “channel” suppression factor, s, z 

0.3, is estimated from direct and indirect J/$ produc- 

tion, including x1 and xz radiative and +’ hadronic 

decays. The combinatoric “flavor” suppression factor, 

of, is l/2 for a IEdcC) state and l/4 for a IuudcC) 

state. In Fig. 1 we show the predicted fraction of $‘s 

produced from intrinsic CC pairs, 

f@lh = s,sf.fE/h ) (4) 

as a function of m,. We take m, = I .5 GeV, suggesting 

f ur  M 0.03 and f e j p M 0.014. 

NA3 Data

πA! J/ψJ/ψX

µ2
R = CQ2

⌅(Q2) = C0 + C1�s(µR) + C2�2
s(µR) + · · ·

⇧ = 1
2x�P+

⇥p⌅ µ+µ�p

Oberwölz

All events have xF
⌃⌃ > 0.4 !

⇧(pp⌅ cX) ⇤ 1µb

Excludes `color drag’ model

R. Vogt, sjb 
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• Rigorous prediction of QCD, OPE

• Color-Octet Color-Octet Fock State! 

• Probability

• Large Effect at high x

• Greatly increases kinematics of colliders  such as Higgs production 
at high xF (Kopeliovich, Schmidt, Soffer, Goldhaber, sjb)

• Severely underestimated in conventional parameterizations of 
heavy quark distributions (Pumplin, Tung)

• Many empirical tests  (Gardener, Karliner, ..)
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Intrinsic Heavy-Quark Fock States
M. Polyakov, et. al



Figure 3: The cross section of inclusive Higgs production in fb, coming

from the nonperturbative intrinsic bottom distribution, at both LHC

(
!

s = 14 TeV, solid curve) and Tevatron (
!

s = 2 TeV, dashed curve)

energies.

that the cross section for inclusive Higgs production from intrinsic bottom is much

higher than the one coming from intrinsic charm. Although it is true that the Higgs-

quark coupling, proportional to mQ, cancels in the cross section with PIQ " 1/m2
Q,

the matrix element between IQ and Higgs wave functions has an additional mQ factor.

This is because the Higgs wave function is very narrow and the overlap of the two

wave functions results in !QQ(0) " mQ. Thus, the cross section rises as m2
Q, as we

see in the results.

We can compare our predictions for inclusive Higgs production coming from

IB with our previous ansatz for the Higgs production gluon-gluon fusion process

xdN/dx = 6(1 # x)5. At the maximum (xF = 0.9) of the IB curve we get a value of

roughly 50 fb, while there gluon-gluon gives 0.067 fb. Thus this high-xF region is the

ideal place to look for Higgs production coming from intrinsic heavy quarks.

We obtain essentially the same curves for Tevatron energies (
!

s = 2 TeV) , al-

though the rates are reduced by a factor of approximately 3.

We also show in Fig.4 the results for Higgs production coming from the perturba-

tive charm distribution. The magnitude of the production cross section is considerably

12

Intrinsic Heavy Quark Contribution  to 
Inclusive Higgs Production⌅ = t + z/c

d⇤
dxF

(pp ⇥ HX)[fb]

fb

⇥q ⇥ ��q

��

⇥

p

Goldhaber, Kopeliovich, Schmidt, sjb
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�
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�
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QCD Mechanism for Rapidity Gaps

Wilson Line: ψ(y)
Z y

0
dx eiA(x)·dx ψ(0)

P

Reproduces lab-frame color dipole approach 
DDIS: Input for leading twist nuclear shadowing
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Nuclear Shadowing in QCD 

Nuclear  Shadowing not included in nuclear LFWF !  

 Dynamical e!ect due to virtual photon interacting in nucleus

Stodolsky 
Pumplin, sjb 

Gribov

Shadowing depends on understanding leading twist-diffraction in DIS

Di!raction via Reggeon gives constructive interference!

Anti-shadowing not universal

N2 N2

N1 N1
One Step Two Step

FIG. 2. Sum of interfering one-step and two-step amplitudes
in DIS on a nucleus A: �⇤A ! X. The initial scattering
in the two step amplitude on the front-face nucleon N1 is
di↵ractive DIS: �⇤N1 ! [qq̄]N 0

1 which leaves N1 intact. The
propagating vector [qq̄] system then interacts inelastically on
N2: [qq̄] + N2 ! X. The two step amplitude interferes with
the one-step amplitude �⇤ + N2 ! X on N2. The interior
nucleon N2 sees two fluxes, the virtual photon �⇤ and the
secondary beam [qq̄] generated by DDIS on N1. In e↵ect,
nucleon N1 “shadows” N2.

QCD Mechanism for Rapidity Gaps

Wilson Line: ψ(y)
Z y

0
dx eiA(x)·dx ψ(0)

P

Reproduces lab-frame color dipole approach 
DDIS: Input for leading twist nuclear shadowing

FIG. 3. QCD mechanism for leading-twist di↵ractive DIS
�⇤p ! p0X. The second gluon exchanged between the [qq̄]
and the spectator quark of the proton occurs after the quark
has been struck by the lepton as in a Wilson loop. The two
gluons in the t-channel correspond to color-singlet Pomeron
exchange. Since the intermediate state can propagate on-
shell it gives a Glauber cut and phase i. A similar final state
interaction also leads to the Sivers e↵ect, the i~Sp · ~q ⇥ ~pq
pseudo-time-odd correlation.

tively. The di↵ractive process is leading twist and
it, therefore, displays Bjorken scaling. The leading-
twist QCD mechanism that underlies DDIS is illus-
trated in Fig.3.

• The occurrence of either shadowing or antishad-
owing is governed by the di↵erence in the phase
structure of Reggeon and Pomeron exchanges. The

Reggeon Exchange Contribution to Charge-Exchange DDIS

p n

X+�*

FIG. 4. QCD mechanism for charge-exchange leading-twist
di↵ractive DIS �⇤p ! nX+.

phase of the I = 0, 1 Reggeon contributions to
DDIS is 1p

2
(�i + 1) with ↵R = 1/2. Its imagi-

nary part is opposite to the positive imaginary con-
tribution of Pomeron exchange. When one mul-
tiplies by the phase i from the propagating in-
termediate state, the relative phase of the two-
step amplitude is thus destructive if DDIS is due
to pomeron exchange (shadowing) or constructive
(anti-shadowing) if the DDIS amplitude is due
to Reggeon exchange. The resulting e↵ect from
the constructive interference appears in the 0.1 <
xBj < 0.2 domain of the nuclear PDF. The ex-
change of the same Reggeon also leads to the Kuti-
Weisskopf prediction: F p

2 (x, Q2)�Fn
2 (x, Q2) /

p
x

(this result is consistent with recent evaluations in
Refs.[15, 16]).

• Thus unlike shadowing, anti-shadowing from
Reggeon exchange is flavor specific; i.e., each
quark and anti-quark will have distinctly di↵er-
ent constructive interference patterns. The flavor
dependence of anti-shadowing explains why anti-
shadowing is di↵erent for electron (neutral electro-
magnetic current) vs. neutrino (charged weak cur-
rent) DIS reactions (Fig.1).

• An important test of the explanation of anti-
shadowing is to verify the existence of Bjorken-
scaling leading-twist charge exchange DDIS reac-
tion �⇤p ! nX+ with a rapidity gap due to I = 1
Reggeon exchange. Here X+ is the sum of final
states with charge Q = 1. This process is shown in
Figure 4.

As a consequence of the Glauber processes with in-
terfering amplitudes, the interior nucleons are shadowed
at low xBj , while DIS at low xBj occurs primarily on
the front nucleons. This contradicts the OPE where the
product of currents acts uniformly on all quarks of the
nucleus. The interaction with a particular nucleon deep
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The workshop will focus on the steps needed for development of theory and phenomenology involved
in the extraction of TMDs and GPDs from existing and future data from lepton-nucleon, electron-
positron and hadron-hadron facilities at BNL, CERN, DESY, FNAL, JLab, and KEK, with controlled
systematics over various assumptions involved in the process.
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Phase of two-step amplitude relative to one
step:

1⇧
2
(1� i)⇥ i = 1⇧

2
(i + 1)

Constructive Interference

Depends on quark flavor!

Thus antishadowing is not universal

Di�erent for couplings of �⇤, Z0, W±

Reggeon 
Exchange

Critical test: Tagged Drell-Yan
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The week-long workshop on Correlations in Partonic and Hadronic Interactions (CPHI-2020) will take
place at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland, from February 3rd to 7th, 2020.

Recently, significant disagreements have been reported in comparison of theoretical predictions,
based on combination of TMD factorization and collinear factorization and experimental
measurements for various transverse momentum distributions of hadrons in lepton-nucleon, electron-
positron, and dileptons in DY process. Those observations emerge into a new crisis, the "qT -crisis".
Correlations in partonic and hadronic interactions, which may be responsible for observed
disagreements, provide important information on underlying dynamics, manifesting themselves in
variety of observables widely recognized as key objectives of the forthcoming COMPASS (CERN)
polarized deuteron run in 2021, JLab 12 GeV upgrade and a driving force behind construction of the
Electron Ion Collider (EIC).

The workshop will focus on the steps needed for development of theory and phenomenology involved
in the extraction of TMDs and GPDs from existing and future data from lepton-nucleon, electron-
positron and hadron-hadron facilities at BNL, CERN, DESY, FNAL, JLab, and KEK, with controlled
systematics over various assumptions involved in the process.
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Nuclear Antishadowing not universal !

Schmidt, Yang; sjb

Modifies 
NuTeV extraction of 

sin2 �W

Test in flavor-tagged  
DIS at the EIC 

H.J. Lu, sjb
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The week-long workshop on Correlations in Partonic and Hadronic Interactions (CPHI-2020) will take
place at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland, from February 3rd to 7th, 2020.

Recently, significant disagreements have been reported in comparison of theoretical predictions,
based on combination of TMD factorization and collinear factorization and experimental
measurements for various transverse momentum distributions of hadrons in lepton-nucleon, electron-
positron, and dileptons in DY process. Those observations emerge into a new crisis, the "qT -crisis".
Correlations in partonic and hadronic interactions, which may be responsible for observed
disagreements, provide important information on underlying dynamics, manifesting themselves in
variety of observables widely recognized as key objectives of the forthcoming COMPASS (CERN)
polarized deuteron run in 2021, JLab 12 GeV upgrade and a driving force behind construction of the
Electron Ion Collider (EIC).

The workshop will focus on the steps needed for development of theory and phenomenology involved
in the extraction of TMDs and GPDs from existing and future data from lepton-nucleon, electron-
positron and hadron-hadron facilities at BNL, CERN, DESY, FNAL, JLab, and KEK, with controlled
systematics over various assumptions involved in the process.
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S. Brodsky 2/1/2020Figure 1: Nuclear correction factor R according to Eq. 1
for the di!erential cross section d2!/dx dQ2 in charged
current neutrino-Fe scattering at Q2 = 5 GeV2. Results
are shown for the charged current neutrino (solid lines)
and anti-neutrino (dashed lines) scattering from iron.
The upper (lower) pair of curves shows the result of our
analysis with the Base-2 (Base-1) free-proton PDFs.

Figure 2: Predictions (solid and dashed line) for the
structure function ratio F F e

2 /F D
2 using the iron PDFs

extracted from fits to NuTeV neutrino and anti-neutrino
data. The SLAC/NMC parameterization is shown with
the dot-dashed line. The structure function F D

2 in the
denominator has been computed using either the Base-2
(solid line) or the Base-1 (dashed line) PDFs.

(significant) dependence on the energy scale Q, the atomic number A, or the specific observable.
The increasing precision of both the experimental data and the extracted PDFs demand that the
applied nuclear correction factors be equally precise as these contributions play a crucial role in
determining the PDFs. In this study we reexamine the source and size of the nuclear corrections
that enter the PDF global analysis, and quantify the associated uncertainty. Additionally, we
provide the foundation for including the nuclear correction factors as a dynamic component of
the global analysis so that the full correlations between the heavy and light target data can be
exploited.

A recent study 1 analyzed the impact of new data sets from the NuTeV 3, Chorus, and E-
866 Collaborations on the PDFs. This study found that the NuTeV data set (together with the
model used for the nuclear corrections) pulled against several of the other data sets, notably the
E-866, BCDMS and NMC sets. Reducing the nuclear corrections at large values of x reduced
the severity of this pull and resulted in improved !2 values. These results suggest on a purely
phenomenological level that the appropriate nuclear corrections for "-DIS may well be smaller
than assumed.

To investigate this question further, we use the high-statistics "-DIS experiments to perform
a dedicated PDF fit to neutrino–iron data.2 Our methodology for this fit is parallel to that of
the previous global analysis,1 but with the di!erence we use only Fe data and that no nuclear
corrections are applied to the analyzed data; hence, the resulting PDFs are for a bound proton
in an iron nucleus. Specifically, we determine iron PDFs using the recent NuTeV di!erential
neutrino (1371 data points) and anti-neutrino (1146 data points) DIS cross section data,3 and
we include NuTeV/CCFR dimuon data (174 points) which are sensitive to the strange quark
content of the nucleon. We impose kinematic cuts of Q2 > 2 GeV and W > 3.5 GeV, and obtain
a good fit with a !2 of 1.35 per data point.2

2 Nuclear Correction Factors

We now compare our iron PDFs with the free-proton PDFs (appropriately scaled) to infer the
proper heavy target correction which should be applied to relate these quantities. Within the

Extrapolations from  NuTeV

SLAC/NMC data

Q2 = 5 GeV2

Scheinbein, Yu, Keppel, Morfin, Olness, Owens

No anti-shadowing in deep inelastic neutrino scattering !

Non-Universal Antishadowing-- Quark Specific



• Unlike shadowing, anti-shadowing from Reggeon exchange is flavor specific;
• Each quark and anti-quark will have distinctly different constructive interference patterns. 

• The flavor dependence of antishadowing explains why anti- shadowing is different for 
electron (neutral electro- magnetic current) vs. neutrino (charged weak current) DIS 
reactions.

• Test of the explanation of antishadowing: Bjorken-scaling leading-twist charge 
exchange DDIS reaction γ∗p→nX+ with a rapidity gap due to I=1 Reggeon exchange.

•

The usual “handbag” diagram where the two Jμ(x) and Jν (0) currents acting on an 
uninterrupted quark propagator are replaced by a local operator T μν (0) as Q2 → ∞, is 
inapplicable in deeply virtual Compton scattering from a nucleus since the currents act on 
different nucleons. 

The finite path length due to the on-shell propagation of V0 between N1 and N2 
contributes a finite distance (∆z)2 between the two virtual photons in the DVCS  
amplitude. 

�z2 does not vanish as 1
Q2 .

OPE and Sum Rules invalid for nuclear pdfs

S. Liuti, I. Schmidt, sjbH.J. Lu, sjb
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The week-long workshop on Correlations in Partonic and Hadronic Interactions (CPHI-2020) will take
place at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland, from February 3rd to 7th, 2020.

Recently, significant disagreements have been reported in comparison of theoretical predictions,
based on combination of TMD factorization and collinear factorization and experimental
measurements for various transverse momentum distributions of hadrons in lepton-nucleon, electron-
positron, and dileptons in DY process. Those observations emerge into a new crisis, the "qT -crisis".
Correlations in partonic and hadronic interactions, which may be responsible for observed
disagreements, provide important information on underlying dynamics, manifesting themselves in
variety of observables widely recognized as key objectives of the forthcoming COMPASS (CERN)
polarized deuteron run in 2021, JLab 12 GeV upgrade and a driving force behind construction of the
Electron Ion Collider (EIC).

The workshop will focus on the steps needed for development of theory and phenomenology involved
in the extraction of TMDs and GPDs from existing and future data from lepton-nucleon, electron-
positron and hadron-hadron facilities at BNL, CERN, DESY, FNAL, JLab, and KEK, with controlled
systematics over various assumptions involved in the process.
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Invariance Principles of Quantum Field Theory

• Polncarè Invariance:  Physical predictions must be 
independent of the observer’s Lorentz frame:  Front Form 

• Causality: Information within causal horizon:  Front Form 

• Gauge Invariance: Physical predictions of gauge theories 
must be independent of the choice of gauge 

• Scheme-Independence: Physical predictions of 
renormalizable theories must be independent of the 
choice of the renormalization scheme —               
Principle of Maximum Conformality (PMC) 

• Mass-Scale Invariance:                                     
Conformal Invariance of the Action (DAFF) 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/628450/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/628450/


Valparaiso, Chile  May 19-20, 2011

Singapore

From the QCD Lagrangian to Hadron Structure and Interactions: 
A 55-Year Experience

Stan Brodsky 
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The week-long workshop on Correlations in Partonic and Hadronic Interactions (CPHI-2020) will take
place at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland, from February 3rd to 7th, 2020.

Recently, significant disagreements have been reported in comparison of theoretical predictions,
based on combination of TMD factorization and collinear factorization and experimental
measurements for various transverse momentum distributions of hadrons in lepton-nucleon, electron-
positron, and dileptons in DY process. Those observations emerge into a new crisis, the "qT -crisis".
Correlations in partonic and hadronic interactions, which may be responsible for observed
disagreements, provide important information on underlying dynamics, manifesting themselves in
variety of observables widely recognized as key objectives of the forthcoming COMPASS (CERN)
polarized deuteron run in 2021, JLab 12 GeV upgrade and a driving force behind construction of the
Electron Ion Collider (EIC).

The workshop will focus on the steps needed for development of theory and phenomenology involved
in the extraction of TMDs and GPDs from existing and future data from lepton-nucleon, electron-
positron and hadron-hadron facilities at BNL, CERN, DESY, FNAL, JLab, and KEK, with controlled
systematics over various assumptions involved in the process.
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Thanks to Matthias Burkardt and the CPHI Organizers!!

I am grateful for all of my amazing collaborators!!


